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Abstract
This work presents a so called parametric level set method (PaLS) for reconstruction of
obstacles in general inverse problems. For the proposed parametric technique, general
evolution equations for the reconstruction of unknown obstacles are derived in terms
of the underlying parameters. The main feature of this technique is eﬃciently reducing the dimensionality of the problem by means of an appropriate parametrization.
This approach bypasses many diﬃculties with conventional inverse problems, such
as ill-posedness and regularization challenges and many implementation complexities
with traditional shape based and level set methods such as re-initialization, use of
signed distance function and diﬃculties in using Newton type methods. As a proof of
concept, the performance of proposed approach is examined in three diﬀerent inverse
problems, i.e., electrical resistance tomography, X-ray computed tomography and diffuse optical tomography. However, the ultimate and driving application of this work
is the characterization of water contaminant source zones as an extremely challenging
real-world inverse problem. Remediation of sites polluted by hazardous contaminants
such as dense non-aqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs) represents an important environmental problem due to the large scale threat these releases pose to water supplied
throughout the world. Successful cleanup and restoration relies on methods to char-

ii

acterize the source zone structure prior to remediation and afterwards to monitor the
corresponding chemical levels. We apply the PaLS technology to DNAPL source zone
characterization based on the joint inversion of hydrological and geophysical data.
The hydraulic modality corresponds to interaction of groundwater with the contaminant source zone, for which a fully 3-D ﬂow and transport model is used to provide
the downstream contaminant concentration associated to the source zone saturation
distribution. As the geophysical modality we utilize electrical resistance tomography
(ERT) where electric potential measurements related to the electrical properties of
the medium are obtained cross gradient to the water ﬂow direction. The joint inversion technique presented is able to extract the proﬁles of the low and high saturation
regions in a DNAPL source zone. Through some challenging simulations we show that
the proposed algorithm is a markedly suitable and computationally tractable choice
for the complex inversion problem stated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Inverse Problems and Shape Based Methods

Inverse problems arise in many applications of science and engineering including e.g.,
geophysics [123, 150], medical imaging [10, 92, 140], nondestructive evaluation [91, 94]
and hydrology [26, 129, 146]. In all cases the fundamental problem is usually extracting the information concerning the internal structure of a medium based on indirect
observations collected at the periphery, where the data and the unknown are linked
via a physical model of the sensing modality. A fundamental challenge associated
with many inverse problems is ill-posedness (or ill-conditioning in the discrete case),
meaning that the solution to the problem is highly sensitive to noise in the data or
eﬀects not captured by the physical model of the sensor. This diﬃculty may arise due
to the underlying physics of the sensing system which in many cases (e.g., electrical
impedance tomography [32], diﬀuse optical tomography [10], inverse scattering [47],
etc) causes the data to be inherently insensitive to ﬁne scale variations in the medium.
This phenomenon makes such characteristics diﬃcult, if not impossible to recover
1
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stably [132]. Another important factor causing the ill-posedness is limitations in the
distribution of the sensors yielding sparse data sets that again do not support the recovery of ﬁne scale information uniformly in the region of interest [98]. Many inverse
problems of practical interest in fact suﬀer from both of these problems. From a practical point of view, left untreated, ill-posedness yields reconstructions contaminated
by high frequency, large amplitude artifacts.
Coping with the ill-posedness is usually addressed through the use of regularization [51, 101]. Based on prior information about the unknowns, the regularization
schemes add constraints to the inverse problem to stabilize the reconstructions. When
the inverse problem is cast in a variational framework, these regularization methods
often take the form of additive terms within the associated cost function and are interpreted as penalties associated with undesirable characteristics of the reconstruction.
They may appear in various forms such as imposing boundedness on the values of
the unknown quantity (e.g., Tikhonov or minimum norm regularizations [61, 132]) or
penalizing the complexity by adding smoothness terms (e.g., the total variation regularization [4]). These regularization schemes are employed in cases where one seeks
to use the data to determine values for a collection of unknowns associated with a
dense discretization of the medium (e.g, pixels, voxels, coeﬃcients in a ﬁnite element
representation of the unknown [119]).
For a large class of inverse problems, the fundamental objective of the process is
the identiﬁcation and characterization of regions of interest in a medium (tumors in
the body [23], contaminant pools in the earth [72], cracks in a material sample [127],
etc). For such problems, an alternative to forming an image and then post-processing
to identify the region is to use the data to directly estimate the geometry of the re-
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gions as well as the contrast of the unknown in these regions. Problems tackled in
this way are known as the inverse obstacle or shape-based problems. For earlier works
in this area see [35, 81, 85] and particularly the more theoretical eﬀorts by Kirsch [80]
and Kress et al. [84]. Such processes usually involve a rather simple parametrization
of the shape and perform the inversion based on using the domain derivatives mapping the scattering obstacle to the observation. Relative to pixel-type approaches,
these geometric formulations tend to result in better posed problems due to a more
appropriate obstacle representation. Moreover, in such problems the regularization
can be either performed implicitly through the parametrization or expressed in terms
of geometric constraints on the shape [86]. However, this class of shape representation
is not topologically ﬂexible and the number of components for the shape should be a
priori known [121]. They also create diﬃculties in encountering holes and high curvature regions such as the corners. These diﬃculties have lead over the past decade
or so to the development of shape-based inverse methods employing level set-type
representation of the unknowns.
The concept of level sets was ﬁrst introduced by Osher and Sethian in [111]. This
method was initially designed for tracking the motion of a front whose speed depends
on the local curvature. The application of the level set approach to inverse problems
involving obstacles was discussed by Santosa in [121]. One of the most attractive
features of the level set method is its ability to track the motion through topological
changes. More speciﬁcally, an a priori assumption about the connectedness of the
shapes of interest was no longer required. Following Santosa’s work, Litman et al.
in [90] explored the reconstruction of the cross-sectional contour of a cylindrical target.
Two key distinguishing points about this work were in the way that the authors dealt
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with the deformation of the contour, and in their use of the level set method to
represent the contour. The shape deformation method implemented in this work was
enabled by a velocity term, and led to a closed-form derivative of the cost functional
with respect to a perturbation of the geometry. They deﬁned shape optimization as
ﬁnding a geometry that minimizes the error in the data ﬁt. Later Dorn et al. in [49]
introduced a two-step shape reconstruction method that was based on the adjoint ﬁeld
and level set methods. The ﬁrst step of this algorithm was used as an initialization
step for the second step and was mainly designed to deal with the non-linearities
present in the model. The second step of this algorithm used a combination of the
level set and the adjoint ﬁeld methods. Although inspired by the works of [90,111,121],
the level set method used by Dorn et al. was not based on a Hamilton-Jacobi type
equation, instead, an optimization approach was employed, and an inversion routine
was applied for solving the optimization. The level set ideas in inverse problems were
further developed to tackle more advanced problems such as those having shapes with
textures or multiple possible phases [30, 48]. Moreover, regarding the evolution of the
level set function where gradient descent methods are usually the main minimization
schemes applied, some authors such as Burger [21] and Soleimani [125] proposed using
second order convergent methods such as the Newton and quasi-Newton methods.
Although level set methods provide large degrees of ﬂexibility in shape representation, there are numerical concerns associated with these methods. Gradient descent
methods used in these problems usually require a long evolution process. Although
this problem may be overcome using second order methods, the performance of these
methods for large problems such as 3D shape reconstructions remains limited and
usually gradient descent type methods are the only option for such problems. More-
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over re-initialization of the level set function to keep it well behaved and velocity ﬁeld
extensions to globally update the level set function through the evolution are usually
inevitable and add extra computational costs and complexity to the problem [110].
More detailed reviews of level set methods in inverse problems can be found in [22,47].
In all traditional level set methods already stated, the unknown level set function
belongs to an inﬁnite dimensional function space. From an implementation perspective, this requires the discretization of the level set function onto a dense collection
of nodes. An alternative to this approach is to consider a ﬁnite dimensional function
space or a parametric form for the level set function such as the space spanned by a
set of basis functions. Initially, Kilmer et al. in [79] proposed using a polynomial basis
for this purpose in diﬀuse optical tomography applications. In this approach, the level
set function is expressed in terms of a ﬁxed order polynomial and evolved through
updating the polynomial coeﬃcients at every iteration. The rather low dimensionality and smoothness associated with parametrization of the level set function, later
motivated some authors to use this technique in the ﬁeld of image processing and
structural mechanics [13, 58, 115, 138, 139]. One of the main typical contributions in
this regard is the work by Wang et al. in [139]. Here the level set function is spanned
by multiquadric radial basis functions as a typical basis set in scattered data ﬁtting
and interpolation applications. Authors showed that through this representation, the
Hamilton-Jacobi partial diﬀerential equation changes into a system of ordinary differential equations and the updates for the expansion coeﬃcients may be obtained by
numerically solving an interpolation problem at every iteration. Gelas et al. in [58]
used a similar idea as Wang’s for the purpose of image segmentation. As an alternative to this approach, Bernard et al. in [13] parameterized the level set function
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in terms of B-splines. One of the main advantages of their method was representing
the the cost function minimization directly in terms of the B-spline coeﬃcients and
avoiding the evolution through the Hamilton-Jacobi equation.
A major part of this thesis is presenting our new low order and highly ﬂexible shape
based technique “parametric level set” (PaLS) method for general inverse problems.
We will develop the underlying theory and examine its performance in some applications. As will be discussed, this technique is capable of resolving many issues with
traditional shape based methods and provides very general implementation strategies for an arbitrary parametrization of a level set function. Although the presented
technique in this thesis is not limited to a certain application and can handle a large
class of inverse problems, our ultimate goal and driving application is the groundwater contaminant source zone characterization problem which is a very complex and
challenging environmental inverse problem. The contaminant patterns usually exhibit very complex geometries characterizing which require very ﬂexible shape based
models. On the other hand, the majority of inverse problems used to tackle this
problem are severely ill-posed, preventing the use of high dimensional shape based
models. This problem is therefore a very good example of a real world application
for which certain techniques need to be developed to characterize complex geometries
with the least possible dimensionality and implementation complexity. Although we
speciﬁcally put a lot of emphasis on this application, there are many similar problems
in other disciplines which can highlight the need for our technique and adopt the
developed technology.
To better describe the source zone characterization problem and help the reader
acquire a better view of it, we have devoted a separate section to extensively introduce
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this problem, highlight its criticality in environmental applications and explore the
inverse problem techniques associated with it.

1.2

Source Zone Characterization Problem

Accidental releases and improper disposal of hazardous chemicals over the last century
have led to the widespread chemical contamination of subsurface soils and waterbearing formations, threatening groundwater resources and drinking water supplies.
Dense Non–Aqueous Phase Liquids (DNAPLs) such as perchloroethylene (PCE) and
trichloroethene (TCE) are currently among the major groundwater contaminants.
DNAPLs typically contain chlorinated hydrocarbon compounds and are associated
with various industrial applications such as metal cleaning/machining, degreasing,
gas production and industrial materials such as wood preservatives and coal tar. The
environmental release of theses chemicals has signiﬁcantly increased over the past
decades and these compounds are becoming a major source of water contamination
and human toxicity. As an example, a recent evaluation of water supply aquifers
across the United States reported that chlorinated compounds were detected in 90 of
the 98 formations sampled [152].
DNAPL usually exist as a free phase liquid that travels downwards under the
inﬂuence of gravity along the path of least resistance and gets pooled above low
permeability regions. It may also be found in residual form entrapped in soil pores
and rock cavities. In fact, various subsurface characteristics such as interfacial tension,
dynamic viscosity, speciﬁc gravity and soil nature determine the DNAPL migration
patterns [134]. The capillary forces and accumulation of the DNAPL above the low
permeability regions texturize the DNAPL as high and low saturated interfaces. The
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DNAPL Release

High and Low DNAPL Saturation

Ground Water Flow Direction

Saturated Ground Water Zone
Dissolved Chemical Plume

Low Permeability Layer

Figure 1.1: A typical schematic of the DNAPL source zone and its interaction with
groundwater
subsurface region aﬀected by the DNAPL constitutes is what is generally known as
the source zone. The highly saturated regions in the source zones which usually
correspond to the pooling above low permeable regions are called the pools and the
remaining lower saturated regions are known as the ganglia. Source zone formation in
a groundwater ﬂow path is a persistent source of downstream contamination, primarily
through dissolution from the DNAPL and diﬀusion from stagnant areas. In fact a
small amount of entrapped DNAPL exposed to ﬂowing groundwater tends to form a
long term source of water contamination, due to its low aqueous solubility.
We have provided a typical schematic of the DNAPL source zone and its interaction
with groundwater ﬂow in Figure 1.1. Within the source zone, there are several phases,
a solid geological matrix, two liquid phases (aqueous and DNAPL) and possibly a gas
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phase corresponding to chemical and physical releases. The DNAPL is distributed
throughout this zone in a complex conﬁguration of low and high saturation regions
that reﬂects its tortuous migration pathway through the heterogeneous formation.
Here regions of low saturation are created by capillary entrapment within individual
pores and higher saturations are associated with more extensive structures created by
pooling at textural interfaces. The natural groundwater ﬂow through this source zone
gradually dissolves this slightly miscible DNAPL, transporting the contaminant within
the aqueous phase to regions distant from the initial source zone and creating a diﬀuse
plume of contamination that represents a potential threat to downg gradient receptor
wells. The long term persistence of the contaminant plume, the evolution of down
gradient mass ﬂux, and the performance of alternative remediation technologies are
now generally recognized to be greatly inﬂuenced by the distribution of DNAPL mass
within the source zone, commonly referred to as “DNAPL architecture” (see [128]).
Successful management or restoration of DNAPL aﬀected sites, involving contaminant mass recovery, in situ treatment, and/or plume containment, ultimately requires
characterization of the DNAPL source zone [134]. Source zone characterization (SZC)
is the subject of much ongoing research within the hydrologic and geophysics communities and over the past decades researchers and engineers have devoted a lot of
eﬀort in designing and assessing methods of addressing this problem. SZC continues
to be an extremely challenging problem and this is basically due to the complex nature of the DNAPL fate and transport associated with a large number of governing
processes. The methods presented to address the SZC problem are mainly classiﬁed
into geophysical and non-geophysical techniques and usually a successful solution to
the problem is achieved by using more than one technology. In the following we brieﬂy
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review some of the major techniques in this area and provide some details about them.

1.2.1

Hydrological and Non-Geophysical Techniques in SZC

A large class of early methods in classifying the source zones rely on simple scenarios and basically rules of thumb for indirect evidences of DNAPL occurrence [103].
These methods usually provide subsurface sampling plans to provide a likelihood of
DNAPL site presence [33]. Accordingly, diﬀerent types of data samples and various
technologies may be applied.
Diﬀusion sampling is an old technique to collect groundwater samples and analyze
the level of dissolved chemicals [134]. Diﬀusion samplers usually consist of a low
density polyethylene tube ﬁlled with organic free water. By placing the tubes into open
wells and through measuring the level of diﬀused chemicals into the them, the level of
chemicals in the groundwater is estimated. This measurement is capable of indicating
the existence of upgradient DNAPL sources. Of course, a main drawback with this
method is its rather long measurement time and the need for wells or boreholes that
remain open for quite a while.
Direct push technologies are a more cost eﬀective and widely used technique in
collecting subsurface samples and measurements. The probes in this method are
usually stainless steel probes which are usually advanced into the ground by a vehiclemounted drive source. At every push, diﬀerent samples of the subsurface may be
collected at diﬀerent depths and this would enable the site investigators obtaining a
vertical proﬁle of the contamination. The physical property that direct push probes
measure may vary depending on the nature of the application. Examples of the
measured properties are the soil mechanical resistance and friction, soil electrical
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conductivity and ﬂuorescent response to ultraviolet light [134].
Based on the collected measurements, various technologies and algorithms may
be utilized to extract information about the source zone characteristics. Earlier research in this area is focused on rather constrained forms of the problem. For example
in [63] by restricting the number of possible source locations, the authors obtain an
optimization problem solved using forward-time groundwater solute transport simulations, linear programming and regressions. Nonlinear maximum likelihood estimation
is another early approach considered to identify ﬂow and transport model parameters
along with the source characterization [137]. For this method, the modeling is based
on a priori known hydraulic concentration of the source and is restricted to limited
source locations.
A widely used and promoted technique in source zone characterization is partitioning interwell tracer test (PITT) [7,50,74]. This technique uses boreholes to inject
tracer ﬂuids and pump them from another well. Based on the observed tracer concentration data and the physics of the problem (usually approximated with a stream tube
type model [75]) an inverse problem is solved for the characterization of the source
zone. PITT data have been used to estimate 3-D spatial distributions of DNAPL in
heterogeneous aquifers using stochastic methods [73], streamline-based inverse methods [39], and extended Kalman ﬁlter methods [148].
Although PITT is widely studied, it suﬀers from a number of diﬃculties. This
approach requires high spatial sampling which is costly and despite this requirement
it is, in certain circumstances, unable to provide a high resolution and accurate representation of the source zone architecture [99]. It also requires borehole injection of
tracers which not only may fail to provide a full coverage of the aﬀected zone but also
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increases the risk of mobilizing the DNAPL structures. Moreover, traditional PITT
methods can only provide average saturation along a ﬂow path and do not provide
reasonable information on spatial distribution of the DNAPL along this path. Basically if the ﬂow does not travel through the DNAPL, these methods either fail or
severely underestimate the DNAPL saturation values.
Partitioning tracer tomography [145] is a more recent technique which attempts
to address the shortcoming of PITT by considering the full transport model and
characterizing the architecture through a rigorous stochastic inversion. However, this
method also suﬀers from the sampling and mobilizing issues of PITT.
Another relevant method in this ﬁeld is the observation of the dissolved contaminant and mass ﬂux in a downstream transect and performing the characterization
through the inverse modeling of an experimental dissolution model [100, 120], based
on the fact that the downstream mass ﬂux information is well linked to the geometry
and distribution of DNAPLs [53, 88]. Still, this method does not provide complete
information about the source zone architecture and in practice only supports the
estimation of the DNAPL mass in horizontal layers of the source zone.

1.2.2

Geophysical Techniques in SZC

Over the past couple of decades there has been increasing interest in the use of geophysical methods for addressing various aspects of environmental remediation problem. These methods oﬀer the ability to map the spatial structure of the earth without
the danger of disturbing entrapped contaminants. The majority of these method rely
on low and high frequency electromagnetic imaging techniques. A major requirement
for these techniques is identiﬁcation of mathematical relationships that map proper-
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ties of the medium to which the geophysics are sensitive (e.g., electrical conductivity)
to the properties that are of interest in the environmental remediation problem (e.g.,
contaminant saturation, hydraulic conductivity [82, 102]). Such mathematical relationships are called petrophysical models and are widely used to relate the estimated
electrical properties to hydrochemical information [52].
Electrical resistance tomography (ERT) is a promising technique for imaging purposes which has been reported in DNAPL characterization [27, 38, 60, 143]. In this
method electrical current is injected into the ground and electrical potential measurements are collected at the periphery of the test region which provide the basis
for imaging the electrical conductivity in that region. These methods employ arrays
of electrodes located in boreholes and on the earth’s surface. Typically, one pair of
electrodes is used to inject current into the earth and the resulting voltages are then
recorded at the other electrodes in the array (or a subset of the electrodes depending on the sensing scenario). By varying the electrodes acting as the current source,
one can obtain a suﬃciently rich data set for tomographic-type processing. Static
distributions of DNAPL could be discriminated as electrically higher resistive regions
compared to their background [104] and using a reasonable petro-physical would help
characterize the source zone structure. The same physics and measurement setting
applies to electrical impedance tomography (EIT), however, in this case a frequency
modulated current is injected into the earth and the voltage measurements are used to
provide the complex conductivity of the region [16]. Most EIT experiments associated
with geophysical applications are carried out in rather low frequency regimes.
While a large class of studies in ERT/EIT are concerned with static imaging of the
subsurface, signiﬁcant amount of work has also been done in the use of these modalities
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for tracking dynamic processes. For example, in [27], EIT data collected over time
were used to track the progress of a DNAPL released at the top of a laboratory
column ﬁlled with sand. The use of 2D imaging algorithms for this 3D problem as
well as slow data acquisition introduced some errors in he saturation estimates, but
in general the work in this paper provides a strong demonstration of the utility of
these geophysical methods for contaminant tracking. Similar results were seen in [6]
where ERT was used to monitor the movement of diesel fuel through a tank ﬁlled
with a mix of sand and clay. Moreover, in [28], ERT was shown to have some utility
in monitoring bio-remediation of DNAPL in a ﬁeld setting. Observation of the ﬂow
of these ﬂuids over time was critical for understanding the fast-path ﬂow structure of
the subsurface.
Another electrical sensing modality closely related to electrical resistance/impedance
tomography is known as induced polarization (IP). In its simplest form, IP inputs a
current step into the medium that remains on long enough to ensure that all transients are allowed to decay. Transients arise from the complex chemical structure of
the subsurface: ion bearing ﬂuids exist within a matrix of solids, whose surfaces are
themselves ionized due to the presence of an electric double layer. The introduction
of an external current source causes the charges in the ﬂuid to be redistributed on
and around the solid interfaces. When the current is removed, the charges relax and
a decaying voltage signal is observed. In this technique a new quantity so called the
chargeability is introduced which can model the transient behavior. The state of the
art work using IP for inversion is the paper by Oldenburg and Li [107] in which three
methods are developed for obtaining estimates of conductivity and chargeability. In a
number of recent papers [24, 96, 124], induced polarization methods have been shown
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eﬀective for imaging dissolved plumes of contamination at ﬁeld sites. The primary
contributions are the demonstration that chargeability reconstructions yield clearly
visible anomalous regions, associated with known or suspected chemical plumes (benzene and ethylene dibromide in [124] and TCE/PCE in [24]).
In addition to these rather low frequency sensing methods, ground-penetrating
radar (GPR) has emerged in the last decade as a useful tool for assessing the state
of the subsurface. The primary physical parameter to which GPR is sensitive is not
electrical conductivity, but rather the electrical permittivity. The utility of GPR
for environmental problems is driven largely by the large contrast in permittivity
between water in the soil and that of typical non-polar contaminants. With operating
frequencies in the 100’s of megahertz regime, a proper physical model for GPR requires
the full Maxwell’s equations which are very complex and numerically expensive. In
practice however, the full model is not typically employed. Rather because GPR data
acquisition is quite similar to seismic methods in which reﬂections from pulsed (or
broadband) sources are measured over arrays of receivers, GPR processing tends to
be centered in the use of migration or travel-time methods [109].
The use of GPR is often reported for DNAPL characterization. One of the early
contributions in this area is the work by Redman et al. [118], where a controlled
release of DNAPL is used to verify that induced electrical properties are large enough
to be detected by the GPR. A similar experiment was later carried out by Brewster
and Annan in [18] using TCE the dielectric permittivity of which is about 30-40 times
smaller than that of water. This contrast helps successfully characterize the DNAPL
source zones in 200 MHz frequency. In [144] a simulation study was undertaken
to demonstrate the ability of GPR to monitor DNAPL dissolution. The emphasis
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here was on linking high ﬁdelity hydrological and electromagnetic forward models
together via a petrophysical model. Plots of lightly processed GPR scan data (signal
energy within a window) then were shown to display relevant structure corresponding
to regions of the subsurface where the hydrological simulations indicated there was a
plume. Similarly, in [69], GPR was shown to be eﬀective in monitoring the dissolution
of a spill of TCE, PCE, and chloroform. In this work little is done in terms of rigorously
inverting the GPR data. Rather, plotting mildly processed forms of the data to correct
for instrumentation noise and drift obtained over several months, one can see changes
in the subsurface that were known to be correlated with the spill and subsequent
dissolution of the contaminants.

1.2.3

Joint Inversion Techniques

A common strategy in DNAPL characterization is using more than one technique (geophysical or non-geophysical) for the purpose of characterization. This is due to the
complex nature of DNAPL fate and transport and the need for diﬀerent experiments
to make a more certain conclusion. Usually a combination of diﬀerent technologies
was provided as a “technology toolbox” package to the site inspectors [134]. These
packages are basically systematic plans and data assessment tools to use various techniques of characterization to have better estimates of DNAPL source zones. The data
processing in the majority of these packages are performed individually for every geophysical and non-geophysical technique and some simple and usually rule of thumb
conclusions are made based on combining the results from diﬀerent experiments. Another approach is combining diﬀerent modalities to simultaneously perform a joint
inversion over a certain physical parameter. Usually the major improvement that
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this technique provides over the earlier technology toolboxes is the joint processing of
the data sets. In other words by combining the data sets from diﬀerent modalities a
denser set of data is generated which better poses the inverse problem and improves
the reconstructions.
Diﬀerent joint inversion methods combining a geophysical modality with a hydrological model, or two diﬀerent geophysical modalities have been reported. For example in [83], two dimensional ERT is performed over various transects of the ground to
provide some estimates of the structure and water content of the subsurface. These
images are then interpreted with respect to previous hydrological investigations of
the same basin using both tracer methods and groundwater level observations. As
an improvement, Hinnel et al. in [67] provide a coupled inversion based on electrical
resistance tomography data and hydrological models. In this technique, instead of
constraining the hydrological interpretations via the electrical tomography results or
vice versa, the whole inversion is performed simultaneously by combining the data
sets and forming a joint model. A joint inversion over this data set signiﬁcantly improves the reconstruction results and prevents the uncertainty occurred in uncoupled
techniques as [83]. GPR data are also used along with the hydrological data in [55]
to perform a coupled inversion identifying the soil structure. In an alternative work
by Jadoon et al. [71], beside providing improved results using the joint inversion of
GPR and hydrological data, uniqueness and stability of such inversion process are numerically analyzed. As a combination of two geophysical modalities, using GPR and
ERT jointly for the purpose of reconstructing the subsurface structure is considered
in [89]. The authors develop a method to calculate stochastic regularization operators for the given geo-statistical models and using the diagonalization theorem with
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circulant matrices, a joint inversion is performed for the subsurface characterization.
Joint inversion techniques are receiving more attention in recent years and this
is mainly due to the increase in processing power and the emerge of new inversion
techniques. However, this ﬁeld still needs to be further developed and new techniques
need to be invented to handle larger problems. The majority of the joint inversion
techniques presented in the literature are for limited scenarios (e.g. 2D problems)
or simpliﬁed models [25, 55, 83] and still joint inversion techniques which can handle
large problems and full three dimensional models are highly desirable.

1.3

The Main Contribution of this Work

This work presents the parametric level set method (PaLS), our developed shape
based technique for general inverse problems. PaLS ﬁnds its roots in the level set
technique, however, its representation can be in any arbitrary parametric form other
than only pixels or voxels. In PaLS, the main emphasis is on low order representation
of the level set function such that that the number of unknown parameters in the
problem is much less than those associated with traditional inverse problems and
Hamilton-Jacobi type level set methods.
Using the general theory of operators and functional analysis techniques, we develop the underlying evolution equations for any arbitrary parametrization in PaLS.
Unlike some recent works in parameterizing the level set function which use a large
number of basis functions (e.g., order of 10000 terms used in [58]), we narrow our
choice of parametrization and develop a “pseudo-logical” property which is capable
of signiﬁcantly reducing the number of parameters (down to order of few hundreds)
without sacriﬁcing the resolution in reconstructions. This reduction in the dimen-
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sionality makes the problem computationally tractable and paves the path in using
accurate physical models in the inverse problem.
After examining the proposed technique in various linear and nonlinear inverse
problems, we generalize its applicability to joint inverse problems. This generalization is performed in the context of the source zone characterization problem as a
very challenging and demanding application. More speciﬁcally, we aim to simultaneously use geophysical and hydrological data to characterize both the geometry and
the DNAPL mass distribution within a source zone. As the geophysical modality,
we concentrate on 3D electrical resistance tomography, because of its simplicity, appropriateness for rigorous inverse processing, and widespread deployment in practice.
The hydrological model that we will use is the full 3D ﬂow and mass transport which
can accurately model the interaction of groundwater with DNAPL source zones.
For this typical application, the details of the problem and data collection process
is illustrated in Figure 1.2. As the hydrological data we collect the downstream measurements of concentration across a control plane orthogonal to the mean direction of
groundwater ﬂow. The ERT data are collected on the surface and in pairs of vertical
boreholes arranged orthogonal to the ﬂow direction. Our developed PaLS technique
is applied to recover low order but rather accurate geometric representations for the
low and high DNAPL proﬁles. In other words we develop source zone characterization schemes that replace voxels with a much smaller set of parameters deﬁning the
boundaries separating the ganglia and pool regions from each other as well as the
background.
The PaLS idea along with the developed joint inversion technique can be applied
to various other inverse problems. This work basically provides a general inversion
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the problem of interest
technology applicable to a large class of inverse problems in single or joint forms.

1.4

Thesis Outline

The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we will discuss some fundamental
concepts associated with the general inverse problems and shape based methods from
a functional analysis and operator theory perspective, speciﬁcally emphasizing on the
level set methods. In Chapter 3, our new PaLS method is developed. This chapter
provides the theory behind this technique. Advantages such as a low order representation, the ability to use high order optimization schemes and a so called pseudo-logical
feature enabling the reconstruction of complex geometries, are discussed in detail.
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In Chapter 4, we consider three diﬀerent inverse problems, namely the electrical resistance tomography (ERT), X-ray computed tomography (XCT) and diﬀuse optical
tomography (DOT) to validate the performance of the PaLS technique through various examples. Since the ERT problem is planned to be used as a modality in source
zone characterization we will put more emphasis on this modality, developing the
general sensitivity formulations and analyzing its numerical and computational costs
associated with the PaLS technique. In Chapter 5, the main problem, i.e., the joint
inversion of hydrological and geophysical data for the characterization of the DNAPL
source zone, using the PaLS technology is considered. To model the interaction of
groundwater with the contaminant source zone, a fully three dimensional (3D) ﬂow
and transport model is used. A joint inversion algorithm is developed which uses
the hydrological data along with the electrical data to simultaneously invert for the
DNAPL saturation distribution. The performance of the proposed method is examined through some examples. Finally in Chapter 6 concluding remarks and future
outlines are provided.

Chapter 2
Background
In this section we will brieﬂy introduce and discuss some fundamental concepts later
to be used in the thesis. The approach we take in this chapter to explain the concepts
is rather general. By referencing the major works in every ﬁeld, the reader is able to
further explore the corresponding topic.

2.1

Inverse Problems

As discussed earlier, the fundamental problem in all inverse problems is extracting
some information about the structure of a medium based on indirect observations
collected at the periphery. The linkage between the data and the unknown is the
physical model of the sensing modality.
Consider Ω to be a compact domain in Rn , n ≥ 2, with Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω.
Further assume for x ∈ Ω, a space dependent property p(x) ∈ Sp , where Sp is a
Hilbert space. A physical model M acts on a property of the medium (e.g., electrical
conductivity, mass density or optical absorption), p, to generate an observation (or
22
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measurement) vector u,
u = M(p),

(2.1)

where u itself belongs to some Hilbert space Su . In most applications u is a vector in
Ck , the space of k dimensional complex numbers where k represents the number of
measurements and accordingly a canonical inner product is used.
The goal of an inverse problem is the recovery of information about the property
p based on the data u. Here we consider a variational approach where the estimate
of p is generated as the solution to an optimization problem. In other words,deﬁning
a residual operator as
R(p) = M(p) − u,

(2.2)

the inverse problem is formulated in the following manner
1
min F (p) = ∥R(p)∥2Su .
p
2

(2.3)

As a convention throughout the thesis, to keep the generality of notation, the inner
products and norms corresponding to any Hilbert space H, are sub-indexed with the
notation of the space itself, e.g. ⟨., .⟩H .
The least square form in (2.3) demands that the estimate of p is consistent with the
data in a mathematically precise sense. However, a fundamental challenge associated
with many inverse problems is ill-posedness (or ill-conditioning in the discrete case),
meaning that the solution to the problem is highly sensitive to noise in the data or
eﬀects not captured by the physical model of the sensor. Basically, trying to estimate
p without any speciﬁc treatment to overcome ill-posedness results estimates that are
far from the truth, corrupted by artifacts such as high frequency and large amplitude
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oscillations. Many inverse problems of practical interest suﬀer from this fundamental
phenomenon.

2.2

Regularization Techniques

Regularization techniques are the most well known methods in addressing the illposedness issue in inverse problems [51, 101]. When the inverse problem is cast in a
variational framework, these regularization methods often take the form of additive
terms to the associated cost function and are interpreted as penalties associated with
undesirable characteristics of the reconstruction. The additional term (or terms)
basically capture our prior knowledge concerning the expected behavior of p in Ω.
Following this technique, to make the inverse problem well posed, the cost function
(2.3) is reformulated as
1
min F (p) = ∥R(p)∥2Su + λ L(p),
p
2

(2.4)

where L is corresponds to the regularization functional and λ is a weight usually
a priori chosen to balance the impact of regularization term and the data mismatch
term.
Appropriate choice of L is usually based on properties of the problem. In the
typical case where the unknown property p is represented as a dense collection of
pixels (or voxels) in Ω, the regularization penalties are used to enforce boundedness
on the values of the unknown quantity p. This type of regularization is known as
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Tikhonov or minimum norm regularization [61, 132] for which
L(p) = ∥ p ∥2Sp .

(2.5)

Another type of regularization is the total variation regularization [4], which basically
corresponds to the smoothness of the reconstructions. In a continuous case and for
diﬀerentiable p(x), this penalty is written as
L(p) = ∫ ∣∇p(x)∣ dx,
Ω

(2.6)

imposing a positive penalty on the variations of p over the domain Ω.
An alternative approach that has been of great interest in recent years is based on
geometric parameterizations of the unknown. Here the regularization penalties are
either embedded in the nature of the unknown or expressed as geometric constraints
on the unknown. No matter which approach is used, usually in deﬁning L diﬀerent
spaces and their corresponding norms may be used. For a more detailed review of
such methods an interested reader is referred to [47,136]. Clearly when the number of
parameters involved in the problem is suﬃciently small, an underdetermined inverse
problem can be made overdetermined, and in this sense the problem becomes better
posed. The future techniques that will be presented in this thesis are based on the
parametrization idea. This technique makes the problem well-posed enough that no
necessary regularization terms need to be added to the cost function, and hence in
out future discussions L will be neglected in deﬁning F .
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2.3

Inversion as a Cost Function Minimization

In this section we develop the mathematical details of the minimization problem (2.3).
Most current methods, (e.g., gradient descent and Newton type methods [43]) use the
ﬁrst and second order sensitivities of the cost function with respect to the unknown
parameter to perform the minimization [22].

2.3.1

Cost Function Variations Due to the Unknowns

We begin by assuming that the ﬁrst and second order Fréchet derivatives of R(p)
exist and denote them as R′ (p)[ . ] and R′′ (p)[., .]. The ﬁrst order Fréchet derivative of a function (if it exists) is a bounded and linear operator. The second order
Fréchet derivative is also bounded but bilinear, which means the operator acts on two
arguments and is linear with respect to each [12].
For an arbitrary variation δp ∈ Sp and the real scalar ε, using the generalized Taylor
expansion we have
R(p + εδp) = R(p) + εR′ (p)[δp] +

ε2 ′′
R (p)[δp, δp] + O(ε3 ).
2

(2.7)

Rewriting F (p) as
1
F (p) = ⟨R(p), R(p)⟩Su ,
2

(2.8)

recalling the fact that ⟨u1 , u2 ⟩Su = ⟨u2 , u1 ⟩Su for u1 , u2 ∈ Su and overline denoting
complex conjugate, the variations of the cost function with respect to the variations
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of p can be derived as
F (p + εδp) = F (p) + εF ′ (p)[δp] +

ε2 ′′
F (p)[δp, δp] + O(ε3 ),
2

(2.9)

where for p1 , p2 ∈ Sp
F ′ (p)[p1 ] = Re⟨R′ (p)[p1 ], R(p)⟩Su

(2.10)

and
F ′′ (p)[p1 , p2 ] = Re⟨R′ (p)[p1 ], R′ (p)[p2 ]⟩Su + Re⟨R′′ (p)[p1 , p2 ], R(p)⟩Su .

(2.11)

The notation Re indicates the real part of the corresponding quantity. Equations
(2.10) and (2.11) are in fact the ﬁrst and second order Fréchet derivatives of F
with respect to p. In a general context, p itself can be a map over some variable
v from another Hilbert space Sv into Sp , i.e., p(v) ∶ Sv → Sp . The variable v may
be a continuous variable (as in shapes based problems discussed in Section 2.4) or
a ﬁnite dimensional vector (as in the parametric level set method discussed in next
chapter). Regardless of these details, assuming the existence of the ﬁrst and second
order Fréchet derivatives of p with respect to v, denoted as p′ (v)[ . ] and p′′ (v)[., .],
the ﬁrst and second order Fréchet derivatives of F with respect to v can be obtained
using the chain rule [64] as
F ′ (v)[v1 ] = F ′ (p)[p′ (v)[v1 ]]

(2.12)
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and
F ′′ (v)[v1 , v2 ] = F ′′ (p)[p′ (v)[v1 ], p′ (v)[v2 ]] + F ′ (p)[p′′ (v)[v1 , v2 ]],

(2.13)

where v1 , v2 ∈ Sv . Equations (2.12) and (2.13) themselves can be easily expressed in
terms of R(p) and its derivatives using (2.10) and (2.11).

2.3.2

Steepest Descent and Newton Minimization Schemes

A large class of minimization techniques, applicable to Fréchet diﬀerentiable functionals, use the the sensitivities of the cost with respect to the unknown parameter. A
very basic technique in this area is the steepest descent method which uses the ﬁrst
order variations of the cost to perform the minimization. To minimize F (p) given an
initial value p(0) for p, an iterative procedure as
p(t+1) = p(t) − λ(t) F ′ (p)[p(t) ],

t = 0, 1, 2, ⋯,

(2.14)

is carried out, where at each iteration one step is taken in the steepest descent direction
(minus derivative direction) of F (p). The scalar λ(t) , known as the step size, needs
to be determined, ﬁrst, to make sure that p(t+1) reduces the cost and second, the
step is large enough to reduce the number of iterations. There are various techniques
available in the literature (e.g., the Armijo rule) to determine the appropriate λ(t) at
every iteration for which the reader is referred to [14].
A major advantage of the steepest descent technique is its simplicity and low computation cost at every iteration. However, this technique may require many iterations
to converge and in practice provides very poor results for low sensitivity problems.
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Also, this technique is very sensitive to variable scalings [14,43] and may not be an appropriate strategy to take for problems with diﬀerent types of unknowns and diﬀerent
orders of sensitivity. In these problems, the parameters with larger sensitivities are
updated much faster than the ones with lower sensitivities, causing the low sensitivity
parameters to stay almost unchanged.
Another well known iterative method is the Newton’s method. This method uses
a second order approximation of the functional at each point to obtain a descent
direction. More speciﬁcally, starting from an initial value p(0) , at every iteration
t = 0, 1, 2, ⋯, the variable p is updated as
p(t+1) = p(t) + Δp(t)

(2.15)

such that Δp(t) satisﬁes [14, 22]
F ′ (p(t) )[q] + F ′′ (p(t) )[q, Δp(t) ] = 0,

∀q ∈ Sp .

(2.16)

For a least squares cost functional as (2.3), applying the derivations (2.10) and (2.11)
to (2.16) one requires ﬁnding Δp(t) such that for ∀q ∈ Sp
Re⟨R′ (p(t) )[q], R(p(t) )⟩Su + Re⟨R′ (p(t) )[q], R′ (p(t) )[Δp(t) ]⟩Su
+ Re⟨R′′ (p(t) )[q, Δp(t) ], R(p(t) )⟩Su = 0.

(2.17)

To avoid calculations of the Hessian operator R′′ [. , . ], which could be a very complex
task, in a Gauss-Newton approach the third term in (2.17) is neglected (which is a
reasonable assumption for most problems) and still a good approximation of update
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Δp(t) is obtained via
Re⟨R′ (p(t) )[q], R(p(t) )⟩Su + Re⟨R′ (p(t) )[q], R′ (p(t) )[Δp(t) ]⟩Su = 0

∀q ∈ Sp .
(2.18)

Compared to the steepest descent, Newton’s methods require signiﬁcantly less number
of iterations and can provide a super-linear convergence [14]. They are also independent of parameter scalings and can handle problems with diﬀerent sensitivity orders.
However, a major concern with Newton’s methods is the computational cost required.
This cost is basically related to solving the linear system (2.16) or (2.18) which in
general could be a complex task. In case of p being a vector with large number of
elements, to perform (2.18), one needs to solve a large linear system (not necessarily
well-conditioned) having the same dimension as p [14, 43]. This limitation basically
makes Newton’s methods only applicable to small scale problems.

2.3.3

Adjoint Operator

As mentioned earlier, the ﬁrst order Fréchet derivative is a bounded and linear operator. Given two Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 and a bounded linear operator A ∶ H1 → H2 ,
there always exists a unique bounded linear operator A∗ ∶ H2 → H1 , such that [36]
⟨A[x1 ], x2 ⟩H2 = ⟨x1 , A∗ [x2 ]⟩H1 ,

∀x1 ∈ H1 , ∀x2 ∈ H2 .
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Now considering the Fréchet derivative as the bounded linear map between Su and
Sp , the adjoint operator R′ (p)∗ [ . ] satisﬁes
⟨û, R′ (p)[p̂]⟩Su = ⟨R′ (p)∗ [û], p̂⟩Sp ,

∀û ∈ Su , ∀p̂ ∈ Sp .

(2.19)

Knowing the adjoint operator can help us bypass the calculation of R′ (p)[.] in ﬁnding
the ﬁrst order variations of the F . More speciﬁcally, using (2.19) in (2.10) results in
F ′ (p)[p1 ] = Re⟨R′ (p)∗ [R(p)], p1 ⟩Sp .

(2.20)

In Chapter 4 we will discuss in more details how the adjoint operator can help calculating the sensitivities for the ERT problem.

2.4

Shape-Based Methods

For many inverse problems (e.g., medical and geophysical tomography [23, 72], nondestructive tests [127], etc) the primary problem is to characterize regions which
represent a contrast with the remaining parts of the medium. In these problems
usually the data are used to directly estimate the geometry of the regions as well as
the contrast of the unknown in these regions. These problems are known as shape
based inverse problems.
For these problems, it is natural to view p(x) as being comprised of two classes,
i.e., foreground and background. The problem then amounts to determination of the
boundary separating these classes as well as characteristics of the property values in
each class. In the simplest case, p(x) is piecewise constant while in more sophisticated
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cases p(x) may be random and characterized by diﬀerent probabilistic models in
the two regions. In our work, we assume that over each region p(x) is at least
diﬀerentiable. The property of interest in this case is usually formulated through the
use of a characteristic function. Given a closed domain D ⊆ Ω with corresponding
boundary ∂D, the characteristic function χD is deﬁned as
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ 1 x∈D
χD (x) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
0 x ∈ Ω ∖ D.
⎪
⎩

(2.21)

Accordingly, the unknown property p(x) can be deﬁned over the entire domain Ω as
p(x) = pi (x)χD (x) + po (x)(1 − χD (x)).

(2.22)

Unlike p(x) which is clearly not diﬀerentiable along ∂D, pi (x) indicating the property
values inside D and po (x) denoting the values outside, are assumed to be smooth
functions.
In a shape-based approach, ﬁnding ∂D is a major objective. The early works
in this area usually correspond to some simple parametrization of the shape and
inverting for those parameters [35,80,84]. However, a major problem with such shape
representations is not being topologically ﬂexible and the fact that the number of
components for the shape should be a priori known [121]. These methods may also
create diﬃculties in encountering holes and high curvature regions such as the corners.
These diﬃculties have lead over the past decade or so to the development of shapebased inverse methods employing level set-type representations.
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2.4.1

Level Set Methods

Osher and Sethian in [111] initially presented the idea of level sets. This method
was initially designed for tracking the motion of a front whose speed depends on the
local curvature. This technique was later brought to the ﬁeld of inverse problems
by Santosa’s contribution in [121]. The main advantage with this class of shape
representation is that an a priori assumption about the number of shapes is not
required.
Here ∂D is represented as some level set of a Lipschitz continuous function φ ∶ Ω →
R. When the zero level set is considered, φ(x) is related to D and ∂D via
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
φ(x) > 0 ∀x ∈ D
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ φ(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ ∂D
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
φ(x) < 0 ∀x ∈ Ω ∖ D.
⎪
⎩

(2.23)

Making the use of a Heaviside function, deﬁned as H(.) = 12 (1 + sign(.)), the function
p(x) can be represented as
p(x) = pi (x)H(φ(x)) + po (x)(1 − H(φ(x))).

(2.24)

This equation in fact maps the space of unknown regions D into the space of unknown
smooth functions φ. Since the emerge of this technique, authors have suggested
various techniques to obtain the appropriate function φ. Most of these methods
rely on evolution approaches. In other words they use the ﬁrst and second order
sensitivities of the inverse problem in order to evolve the function φ towards a state
that well represents the true boundary ∂D. For simplicity in reviewing the current
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methods, we assume that pi and po are known a priori and only the shape (i.e., the
zero level set of φ) is unknown (see [48, 54, 135] for details on the recovery of both the
shape as well as the contrast function).
In an evolution approach it is desired to initialize the process with some level
set function φ0 and evolve the function to ﬁnd a φ which minimizes F . To take
into account the concept of evolution, an artiﬁcial time is deﬁned where the level set
function at every time frame t ≥ 0 is rewritten as φ(t) (x) = φ(x; t) and the zero level
set of φ(x; t) is denoted as ∂D(t) . A straightforward diﬀerentiation of φ(x; t) = 0 with
respect to t yields to the Hamilton-Jacobi type equation
∂φ
+ V (x; t) ⋅ ∇φ = 0
∂t

(2.25)

for the points on ∂D(t) where V (x; t) = dx/dt. To move the interface in the normal
direction, V (x; t) should be chosen as v (t) (x)⃗
n(x; t) where v is a scalar speed function
⃗ = ∇φ/∣∇φ∣ is the unit outward vector on ∂D(t) . It is discussed in [47] that
and n
incorporating this into the minimization of F , the speed function for the points on
∂D(t) , denoted as ṽ, can be chosen to be in the steepest descent direction of F as
ṽ (t) = −Re{(po − pi )R′ (p(t) )∗ [R(p(t) )]},

(2.26)

where p(t) corresponds to plugging φ(t) in (2.24). As (2.26) is only valid for x ∈ ∂D, a
so called “velocity extension” should be performed to extend ṽ to v deﬁned over the
entire domain Ω and therefore capable of globally evolve the level set function [110].
A schematic for the evolution of a level set function is provided in Figure 2.1. As
shown in the ﬁgure, the evolution of the level set function can cause the shape D to
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Figure 2.1: Applying the speed function to the level set function and a change in the
topology of the resulting shape
change its topology through the iterations.
Beside this classical level set approach, other ways of representing the speed functions and performing the minimization process are proposed [21,97,112]. For example,
Hadj Miled and Miller [97] proposed a normalized version of the classic speed function
in the context of electrical resistance tomography.
Some authors have also proposed using Newton type methods to ﬁnd ṽ at every
iteration (e.g., see [21, 121, 126]). Analogous to (2.2) and (2.8), in these problems
the residual operator and the cost function are usually written directly as R(D) and
F (D), functions of the shape D itself. Assuming the existence of the ﬁrst and second
order “shape derivatives” [106], denoted as F ′ (D)[ . ] and F ′′ (D)[., .], at every time
step the Newton update ṽ is obtained by solving [22]
F ′′ (D)[w, ṽ] + F ′ (D)[w] = 0

∀w ∈ SD .

(2.27)

Here SD is an appropriate Hilbert space such as L2 (∂D), which may depend on the
current shape [20, 21]. Considering the general forms of the derivatives as (2.10) and
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(2.11), in a Gauss-Newton method the second derivatives of R are disregarded and
(2.27) becomes
Re⟨R′ (D)[ṽ], R′ (D)[w]⟩Su + Re⟨R′ (D)[w], R(D)⟩Su = 0

∀w ∈ SD .

(2.28)

Furthermore, to avoid ill conditioning, in a Levenberg-Marquardt approach (2.28) is
regularized as
Re⟨R′ (D)[ṽ], R′ (D)[w]⟩Su + Re⟨R′ (D)[w], R(D)⟩Su + λ⟨ṽ, w⟩SD = 0

∀w ∈ SD .
(2.29)

in which for λ > 0, the equation is shown to be well-posed [21]. Similar to the
previous approach, once ṽ is obtained, a velocity extension is performed to result a
globally deﬁned v which can be used to update φ. However, although using second
order methods can reduce the number of iterations in ﬁnding a minima, compared to
gradient descent methods, they do not necessarily reduce the computation load.
From an implementation perspective there are some concerns using the aforementioned methods. The gradient descent method usually requires many iterations to
converge and performances become poor for low sensitivity problems [97]. Although
using Newton and quasi-Newton methods to update the level set function increases the
convergence rate, they are usually computationally challenging and for large problems
and relatively ﬁner grids, a large system of equations must be solved at every iteration.
Also for both types of methods, there are usually added complications of the level set
function re-initialization and speed function extension. The approach that we will put
forth in the next chapter is capable of addressing these problems. It is low order and
numerically speaking, the number of unknowns involved in the problem are usually
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much less than the number of grid points and hence allows us to easily use second
order methods. Moreover, our proposed method does not require re-initialization of
the level set function, speed function extension or even length-type regularization as
a common regularization in many shape-based methods (e.g., see [47, 70, 97]) and our
level set function remains well behaved through the corresponding evolution process.

Chapter 3
Parametric Level Set Method
In all traditional level set methods already stated, the unknown level set function belongs to an inﬁnite dimensional function space. From an implementation perspective,
this requires the discretization of the level set function onto a dense collection of grid
points. An alternative to this approach is provided in this section which can signiﬁcantly reduce the dimensionality of the problem and take away many limitations with
the conventional level set methods.

3.1

The Theory

As discussed earlier, in most current shape-based methods the level set function φ(x)
is represented by function values on a dense discretization of x-space as part of a
discretization of the underlying evolution equation or Newton-type algorithm. Consider now the level set function to be still a function of x but its structure is deﬁned
through the speciﬁcation of parameter vector μ = (μ1 , μ2 , ⋯, μm ) ∈ Rm . In this case
we deﬁne the continuous Lipschitz function φ ∶ Ω × Rm → R, as a parametric level set
38
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(PaLS) representation of D if for a c ∈ R
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
φ(x, μ) > c ∀x ∈ D
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ φ(x, μ) = c ∀x ∈ ∂D
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
φ(x, μ) < c ∀x ∈ Ω ∖ D.
⎪
⎩

(3.1)

In the PaLS approach we assume that the general form of φ(x, μ) is known and the
speciﬁcation of μ can explicitly deﬁne the level set function over the entire domain Ω.
In other words the evolution of φ required to solve the underlying inverse problems is
performed via the evolution of μ. An example of a PaLS function is a basis expansion
with known basis functions and unknown weights and as will be shown later in this
chapter we considerably expand on this notion. We call μ the PaLS parameters.
To setup the problem using the PaLS approach, consider momentarily that pi (x)
and po (x) are known a priori (later we will appropriately take away this restriction).
Based on (3.1) p is written as
p(x, μ) = pi (x)H(φ(x, μ) − c) + po (x)(1 − H(φ(x, μ) − c)).

(3.2)

Under this model, we now view F in (2.8) as a function of μ, i.e. F (μ) ∶ Rm → R.
Therefore unlike the classic level set approach, the unknown is no longer the function
φ, but a vector belonging to Rm , where m is usually much smaller than the number of
unknowns associated with a discretization of x-space. With this model and assuming
(1) φ is suﬃciently smooth with respect to the elements of μ and (2) the discontinuous
Heaviside function is replaced by a C 2 approximation (e.g., [149]) denoted as Hrg , we
now proceed to formulate a second order approach for the minimization of F (μ). To
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begin, rewriting (3.2) with Hrg and taking a derivative with respect to φ yields
∂p
= (pi − po )δrg (φ − c),
∂φ

(3.3)

where δrg (.) is accordingly the regularized version of the Dirac delta function (see
examples in [131, 149]). Using the chain rule gives
∂φ
∂p ∂p ∂φ
=
= (pi − po )δrg (φ − c)
.
∂μj ∂φ ∂μj
∂μj

(3.4)

Now using (3.4) with (2.12) and (2.20), the gradient vector for F is
∂F
∂p
= F ′ (p)[
]
∂μj
∂μj
= Re⟨R(p), R′ (p)[

∂p
]⟩S
∂μj u

(3.5)

= Re⟨R′ (p)∗ [R(p)], (pi − po )δrg (φ − c)

∂φ
⟩S .
∂μj p

(3.6)

We denote by J the gradient of F with respect to the parameter vector μ. With
this notation a gradient descent equation can be formed to evolve the PaLS function
as
μ(t+1) = μ(t) − λ(t) J (μ(t) )

t ≥ 0,

(3.7)

where λ(t) > 0 is the iteration step [14]) and (3.7) is assumed to be initialized with
some μ(0) . Although gradient decent is relatively simple to implement, it is known
to be slow to converge and can suﬀer from diﬃculties associated with scaling of the
parameters [43]. Moreover, the use of gradient decent fails to take advantage of one
of the primary beneﬁts of the PaLS idea; namely the ability to specify a level set
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function using a small (relative to a discretization of x-space) number of parameters.
Under this model, it becomes feasible and indeed useful to consider higher order
optimization methods such as Newton or quasi-Newton methods which are faster in
convergence and robust with respect to sensitivity scalings of diﬀerent parameters [43].
These methods usually use the information in the Hessian, which we now derive. To
calculate the elements of the Hessian matrix for F using (3.4) we have
∂2p
∂2φ
∂φ ∂φ
′
),
= (pi − po )(δrg (φ − c)
+ δrg
(φ − c)
∂μj ∂μk
∂μj ∂μk
∂μj ∂μk

(3.8)

′ (.) is the derivative of the regularized Dirac delta function. Based on (2.13)
where δrg

and (2.11) we have
∂ 2F
∂p ∂p
∂2p
] + F ′ (p)[
]
= F ′′ (p)[
,
∂μj ∂μk
∂μj ∂μk
∂μj ∂μk
∂p
∂p
∂p ∂p
= Re⟨R′ (p)[
], R′ (p)[
]⟩Su + Re⟨R′′ (p)[
,
], R(p)⟩Su
∂μj
∂μk
∂μj ∂μk
∂2p
+ Re⟨R′ (p)∗ [R(p)],
⟩S .
(3.9)
∂μj ∂μk p
This equation is in fact the exact expression for the elements of the Hessian matrix
for F . However as mentioned earlier, in methods such as the Gauss-Newton or
Levenberg-Marquardt, to reduce the computation cost the Hessian is approximated
in that the terms containing second order derivatives are disregarded. Following that
approach here, (3.9) becomes
∂2F
∂p
∂p
≃ Re⟨R′ (p)[
], R′ (p)[
]⟩S
(3.10)
∂μj ∂μk
∂μj
∂μk u
∂φ
∂φ
= Re⟨R′ (p)[(pi − po )δrg (φ − c)
], R′ (p)[(pi − po )δrg (φ − c)
]⟩S . (3.11)
∂μj
∂μk u
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We denote as H̃ the approximate Hessian matrix, the elements of which are obtained
through (3.10). Having this in hand, a stable and faster converging PaLS function
evolution can be proposed by solving the following Levenberg-Marquardt equation for
μ(t+1)
[H̃(μ(t) ) + λ(t) I](μ(t+1) − μ(t) ) = −J (μ(t) )

t ≥ 0.

(3.12)

Here λ(t) is a small positive number chosen at every iteration and I is the identity
matrix. In fact referring to (3.10) we can see that the approximate Hessian matrix
H̃ is a Gramian matrix and hence positive semideﬁnite [57]. Therefore adding the
small regularization term λ(t) I would make the matrix at the left side always positive
deﬁnite and hence the system of equations resulting the updates for μ always has a
unique solution. The left hand side matrix being strictly positive deﬁnite guarantees
Δμ(t) = μ(t+1) − μ(t) to be in the descent direction since we have
[Δμ(t) ]T [J (μ(t) )] = −[Δμ(t) ]T [H̃(μ(t) ) + λ(t) I][Δμ(t) ] < 0

where the superscript

T

(3.13)

denotes the matrix transpose. More technical details about

the implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm such as the techniques of
choosing λ(t) at each iteration based on trust region algorithms are available in [14,43].
We now turn our attention to the determination of pi (x) and po (x). For simplicity
here we assume that p(x) is piecewise constant as is often the case in work of this
type [130]. This, in addition to the shape parameters, we need to determine two
constants deﬁning the contrasts over the regions. We do note that the approach can
easily be extended to consider other low order “texture models” as is done in e.g. [78].
Under our piecewise constant contrast model, we denote the contrasts as pi (x) = pi
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and po (x) = po , were pi and po are unknown constant values. Following analogous
equations as (3.5) and (3.9), these parameters can also be appended to the unknown
PaLS parameters. The sensitivity of F with respect to these parameters can also be
derived based on the fact that
∂p
∂p
=1−
= Hrg (φ − c).
∂pi
∂po

(3.14)

and the second order derivatives of p with respect to pi and po are zero.
For the PaLS approach represented in this section, the intention is to keep the
formulations general and emphasize the fact that this representation can formally reduce the dimensionality of the shaped based inversion. Clearly the expression ∂φ/∂μj
depends on how the PaLS functions are related to their parameters. In the next section a speciﬁc PaLS representation is presented the eﬃciency of which will be later
examined through some examples.

3.2
3.2.1

PaLS Function Representation
Adaptive Radial Basis Functions

As pointed out earlier, appropriate choice of a PaLS function can signiﬁcantly reduce
the dimensionality of an inverse problem. In this work we are interested in a low order
model for the level set function which will provide ﬂexibility in terms of its ability
to represent shapes of varying degree of complexity as measured speciﬁcally by the
curvature of the boundary. This representation may allow for “coarse scale” elements
capable of representing boundaries of low curvature with few elements. Furthermore,
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it is desired to have ﬁner grain elements capable of capturing higher curvature portions of the boundary such as sharp turns or corners. Such adaptability is desirable
for a general PaLS representation since the characteristics must be present for wellposed inverse problems such as full view X-ray CT or even image segmentation where
high ﬁdelity reconstructions are possible. On the other hand, for severely ill-posed
problems, the availability of models with this parsimonious, but ﬂexible structure may
allow for the recovery of geometric detail that otherwise would be not be obtainable
form e.g., a traditional level set or pixel based approach. Writing a PaLS function
as a weighted summation of some basis functions may be a reasonable choice here,
where diﬀerent terms in the summation may handle some desired properties about
the shape. Here we focus speciﬁcally on the class of radial basis functions (RBF).
We are motivated to concentrate on RBFs as they have shown to be very ﬂexible in
representing functions of various detail levels. This ﬂexibility makes them appropriate
choice for topology optimization [139], solving partial diﬀerential equations [77] and
multivariate interpolation of scattered data [66, 142]. Some examples of commonly
used RBFs are Gaussian, multiquadric, polyharmonic splines and thin plate splines.
More details about these functions and their properties are available in [19].
Based on the statements made, consider the PaLS function
m0

φ(x, α) = ∑ αj ψ(∥x − χj ∥)

(3.15)

j=1

where ψ ∶ R+ → R is a suﬃciently smooth radial basis function, α ∈ Rm0 is the PaLS
parameter vector and ∥.∥ denotes the Euclidean norm. The points χj are called the
RBF centers. In an interpolation context, usually the centers are decided in advance
and distributed more densely in regions with more data ﬂuctuations. However, in
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a PaLS approach there may be limited information about the shape geometry and
therefore more ﬂexibility is required. Thus here we consider a more general PaLS
function of the form
m0

φ(x, [α, β, χ]) = ∑ αj ψ(∥βj (x − χj )∥† ),

(3.16)

j=1

for which the vector of centers χ = [χ1 , χ2 , ⋯, χm0 ] and the dilation factors β =
[β1 , β2 , ⋯, βm0 ] are added to the set of PaLS parameters. Also in order to make the
PaLS function globally diﬀerentiable with respect to the elements of β and χ, similar
to [4] a smooth approximation of the Euclidean norm is used as
∥x∥† ∶=

√
∥x∥2 + υ 2

∀x ∈ Rn ,

(3.17)

where υ ≠ 0 is a small real number. The use of (3.16) rather than (3.15) makes the
PaLS function capable of following more details through scaling the RBFs or ﬂoating
centers moving to regions where more details are required. To incorporate this into
the optimization methods described, the sensitivities of φ with respect to the PaLS
parameters are
∂φ
= ψ(∥βj (x − χj )∥† )
∂αj

(3.18)

∥(x − χj )∥2 ′
∂φ
= αj βj
ψ (∥βj (x − χj )∥† ).
∂βj
∥βj (x − χj )∥†

(3.19)

and

(k)

Also considering χj

and x(k) to be the k th components of χj and x as points in Rn ,
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for k = 1, 2, ⋯, n we have
∂φ
(k)
∂χj

(k)

=

αj βj2

χj − x(k)
∥βj (x − χj )∥†

ψ ′ (∥βj (x − χj )∥† ).

(3.20)

Clearly the sensitivities obtained are general and valid for any RBF in C 1 (R+ ). In the
next section, we consider a speciﬁc class of RBFs that we have found to be particularly
well suited to the PaLS problem.

3.2.2

The Choice of Compactly Supported Radial Basis Functions

Usually the RBFs used in various applications involving function representations are
C ∞ functions with global support [19]. However a diﬀerent class of RBFs which have
recently been under consideration are the compactly supported radial basis functions
(CSRBFs) [142]. These functions become exactly zero after a certain radius while
still retaining various orders of smoothness. From a numerical point of view, compact
support of the RBFs yields sparsity in the resulting matrices arising in the implementation of these methods and hence reduces the computation cost. This was recently
the motivation to use these functions in simplifying level set methods [58]. Another
interesting property of these functions is their local sensitivities to the underlying
parameters [142]. In other words, when a function is expressed as a weighted sum of
CSRBFs, changing a term would not have a global eﬀect on the function and only
locally deforms it.
Beside aforementioned advantages of the CSRBFs, our interest in this class of RBFs
arises from their potential in reconstructing the shapes with a very small number of
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terms in a PaLS representation as (3.16). Furthermore, as will be explained, this
representation can involve shapes with corners and rather high curvature regions. For
ψ ≥ 0 being a smooth CSRBF, lets denote every basis term in (3.16) as
ψj (x) = ψ(∥βj (x − χj )∥† )

(3.21)

and call ψj a bump. Due to the compact support of these functions, for every two
bumps ψj and ψk we can write
supp(ψj + ψk ) = supp(ψj ) ∪ supp(ψk ).

(3.22)

For a real valued function ϑ deﬁned over Rn we deﬁne
Ic (ϑ) ∶= {x ∶ ϑ(x) ≥ c}.

(3.23)

Clearly for c > 0, Ic (ϑ) represents the interior of the c-level set of ϑ. Based on (3.22)
and the smoothness of the bumps, we obviously have that as c → 0+ , Ic (ψj + ψk )
0
would tend to Ic (ψj ) ⋃ Ic (ψk ). More generally for αj > 0, Ic (∑m
j=1 αj ψj ) tends to

m
⋃j=10 Ic (ψj ) as (c/αj ) → 0+ . In other words, using relatively large CSRBF weights (as

compared to c) can imply reconstruction of the shape through the union of a collection
of ﬂoating balls of various radii. Moreover Ic (ψj −αk ψk ) would tend to Ic (ψj )∖Ic (ψk )
as c → 0+ and αk → +∞. In a more general fashion, Ic (αj ψj − αk ψk ) tends to
Ic (ψj )∖Ic (ψk ) as (c/αj ) → 0+ and (αk /αj ) → +∞. Therefore in this context, bumps
with larger negative coeﬃcients can yield holes or inﬂect the shape by excluding some
portions of it. We would consider the two aforementioned properties of the CSRBFs
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Figure 3.1: (a) Left: A close to zero (c = 0.01) level set of the function ψ1 + αψ2 for
various values of α. The CSRBF used is the Wendland’s function ψ1,1 (cf. Table 3.1),
the dilation factors are β1 = β2 = 1 and the centers are taken as χ1 = (− 14 , − 14 ) and
χ2 = ( 25 , 25 ). (b) Center: A PaLS function involved in representation of a square at a
close to zero level set. Only 5 bumps are involved. (c) Right: The representation of
the square
as a “pseudo-logical” behavior of these functions. This property can result in rather
high curvature geometries with a limited number of bumps. Besides high curvature
regions, low curvature segments (e.g., an almost straight line in R2 or a planar segment
in R3 ) can be formed by interaction of two identical bumps but with opposite signs at
their footprint intersections. Figure 3.1.a sheds more light on aforementioned facts,
and shows the interaction of two bumps, which for instance can represent a crescent
with two rather sharp corners (α = −50), or a contour with a low curvature segment
(α = −1). As a second example, an approximate representation of a square using only
5 bumps is depicted in Figures 3.1.b and 3.1.c.
The most commonly used CSRBFs are those called Wendland’s functions [142].
The smoothness and the compact support provided by Wendland’s functions are of
interest and hence we shall use them as the basis for our PaLS approach. Wendland’s

1
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Table 3.1: Compactly supported RBFs of minimal degree where  = ⌊n/2⌋ + l + 1 and
(1 − r)+ = max{0, 1 − r}
Function
Smoothness
ψn,1 (r) = (1 − r)++1 (( + 1)r + 1)
C2
+2
2
2
ψn,2 (r) = (1 − r)+ (( + 4 + 3)r + (3 + 6)r + 3)
C4
ψn,3 (r) = (1 − r)++3 ((3 + 92 + 23 + 15)r3 +
C6
(62 + 36 + 45)r2 + (15 + 45)r + 15)
functions follow the general form of
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ Pn,l (r) 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
ψn,l (r) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
0
r>1
⎪
⎩

(3.24)

when representing an RBF in Rn , with Pn,l being a univariate polynomial of degree
⌊n/2⌋+3l+1. In terms of smoothness, this class of RBFs belong to C 2l . A derivation of
these functions is provided in [142], from which we have listed the ﬁrst few functions
in Table 3.1.
In the next section we discuss the regularized heaviside function and explain how
choosing an appropriate version of this function in (3.2), can pave the path for exploiting the pseudo-logical behavior of the bumps.

3.2.3

Numerical Approximation of the Heaviside Function

In a shape-based representation such as (3.2), solving the inverse problem numerically
and making the evolution of the level set function possible requires using a smooth
version of the heaviside function. A possible C ∞ regularization of H(.) denoted as
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Figure 3.2: (a) Left: Two regularized versions of the heaviside function. (b) Right:
Corresponding regularized delta functions
H1, is the one used in [31], as
2
πx
1
H1, (x) = (1 + arctan( )).
2
π


(3.25)

This function is commonly used in shape-based applications and speciﬁcally in the
recent parametric representations of the level set function in image segmentation
[13, 58]. Chan et al. in [29] have studied the characteristics of the resulting level set
functions using H1, as the evolution proceeds. In the context of the current shapebased problem for which pi (x) = pi and po (x) = po , and considering the zero level set,
(2.24) reveals that in an evolution process φ is likely to evolve towards a state that
H(φ(x)) = 1 for x ∈ D and H(φ(x)) = 0 for x ∈ Ω ∖ D. Referring to Figure 3.2.a, one
observes that when H1, is used as the regularized heaviside function, in order to have
H1, (φ) ≃ 1 in D, the level set function should take rather large positive values (as
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compared to ) in this region. Analogously in Ω ∖ D, φ is pushed to take rather large
negative values. These constraints are implicitly imposed on the resulting level set
function and speciﬁcally using CSRBFs in a PaLS approach as (3.16), the bumps are
expected to distribute throughout Ω to form a level set function which takes rather
large positive (or negative) values inside (or outside) D.
An alternative choice of the regularized Heaviside function is the C 2 function,
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
H2, (x) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

1
2

1

x>

0

x < −

(3.26)

x
1
+ 2
+ 2π
sin( πx
 ) ∣x∣ ≤ ,

as proposed in [149]. It can be shown that if the nonzero level set c and  are appropriately set, using H2, enables us to exploit the pseudo-logical behavior described
previously. More speciﬁcally, for c > 0, and φ being a weighted sum of some bumps,
and therefore compactly supported itself, we clearly want the points for which φ ≤ 0
to belong to Ω ∖ D, i.e., to correspond to the intensity po . Using (3.2), this requires
having H(φ−c) = 0 for φ ≤ 0. Referring to Figure 3.2.a, this condition is satisﬁed when
H2, is chosen as the regularized heaviside function and −c ≤ − (or in general case
∣c∣ ≥  as the required criteria). Practically, this use of H2, takes away the implicit
constraint imposed on the level set function using H1, , i.e., the bumps do not have
to spread throughout Ω and may only concentrate inside and about the shape D to
perform a higher resolution shaping. Figure 3.3 shows a typical shape representation
resulted using H1, and H2, highlighting the pseudo-logical property.
Besides exploiting the pseudo-logical behavior, using H2, can provide another
advantage which reduces the dimensionality of the problem at every iteration, i.e., at
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Figure 3.3: (a) Left: A typical PaLS function resulted using H1, with 65 bumps and
considering the zero level set. (b) Right: A typical PaLS function resulted using H2,
with 30 bumps and considering the c level set
every step of the evolution process, the cost function will be sensitive to a speciﬁc
group of PaLS parameters. To further describe this behavior, consider the term
∂φ
δrg (φ − c) ∂μ
appearing in both the Jacobian and the approximate Hessian of F in
j

(3.6) and (3.11). Also for an evolution iteration, assume the superscript (t) indicating
the value of every quantity at that iteration. If for a PaLS parameter such as μj0
δrg (φ(t) − c)

∂φ(t)
∣
=0
∂μj0 μj0 =μj(t)
0

∀x ∈ Ω,

(3.27)

then using either one of the minimization schemes as (3.7) or (3.12) yields
(t+1)

μj

0

(t)

= μj .
0

(3.28)
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The reason for this result is clear for the gradient descent scheme (3.7), based on the
fact that using (3.27) in (3.6) causes the j0th element of gradient vector to vanish and
(t)

hence μj

0

remaining unchanged at the corresponding iteration. For the Levenberg-

Marquardt scheme (3.12), using (3.27) in (3.11) causes all the elements in the j0th
row of the approximate Hessian matrix to vanish, which results the corresponding
equation
(t+1)

λ(t) (μj

0

(t)

− μj ) = 0,
0

(3.29)

again equivalent to (3.28). Therefore, for either one of the minimization schemes, if
(3.27) holds, the PaLS parameter μj0 will stay unchanged in that iteration. We here
describe a common case that (3.27) holds during the evolution process:
By using H2, as the regularized level set function, the corresponding regularized
delta function δ2, will be compactly supported (as shown in Figure 3.2.b), hence
δ2, (φ − c) is only nonzero for c −  < φ < c + . On the other hand, based on the
PaLS approach presented in this chapter using CSRBFs, for μj being any of the PaLS
(k)

parameters αj , βj or χj

corresponding to the bump ψj , we have

supp(

∂φ
) ⊆ supp(ψj ).
∂μj

(3.30)

This fact is easily observable in (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20), where the related derivatives
can only have nonzero values in supp(ψj ). Therefore, if at some iteration and for a
bump ψj0 ,
supp(δ2, (φ − c)) ∩ supp(ψj0 ) = ∅,

(3.31)
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then in that iteration we have
δ2, (φ − c)

∂φ
=0
∂μj0

(3.32)

and therefore the PaLS parameters corresponding to ψj0 will stay unchanged in that
iteration. Figure 3.4 illustrates this phenomenon, showing a PaLS function composed
of 6 bumps at some iterations. For 5 of the bumps used, the corresponding support
does intersect the region supp(δ2, (φ − c)), and therefore their corresponding parameters have the potential to change at this state of the PaLS function. However, a
bump denoted as ψj0 , does not intersect supp(δ2, (φ − c)), and the underlying PaLS
parameters do not need to be considered in that iteration. This approach is similar to
the narrow-banding approach in traditional level-set methods [5, 113, 122], where the
values of the level set function are only updated on a narrow band around the zero
level set and hence reducing the computation load. In our approach, however, this
band is the points for which c− < φ < c+ and the bumps which do not intersect with
this band do not evolve at the corresponding iteration and hence their corresponding
parameters are not updated.
In the next chapter, through a number of examples drawn from a wide range of applications, we will show the superior performance of the proposed method speciﬁcally
exploiting the pseudo-logical behavior of the CSRBFs.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Left: A typical PaLS function composed of 6 bumps, and the c± level
sets.
(b) Right: The bumps with active evolving parameters and the
frozen bump

Chapter 4
PaLS Performance in Some
Shape-Based Inverse Problems
(Single Modality Approach)
In this chpater, we consider three diﬀerent inverse problems, namely the electrical
resistance tomography (ERT), X-ray computed tomography (XCT) and diﬀuse optical
tomography (DOT). The PaLS technique developed in the previous chapter will be
examined in all three applications. Since we are going to later use the ERT for our
source zone characterization problem, we will ﬁrst spend a section on the theory of the
ERT and its sensitivity calculations and then move on to analyzing its performance
associated with the PaLS technique. We also provide some numerical details regarding
the complexity of the proposed technique. After a thorough discussion of the ERT
modality we examine the PaLS technique in XCT and DOT.
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4.1

Electrical Resistance Tomography

Electrical resistance tomography (ERT) is categorized as a severely ill-posed problem [44, 65]. The objective of this problem is the reconstruction of the electrical conductivity within a region of interest based on the potential or current measurements
performed at the periphery of that region. Such reconstructions may be applicable in various areas such as medical imaging [32], geophysics [45] and environmental
monitoring [37].
In this thesis our main emphasis will be on the geophysical applications of the
ERT technique. For an imaging domain Ω with the boundary ∂Ω, the forward model
of interest motivated by several geophysical applications is
∇ ⋅ (σ(x)∇u(x)) = s(x)
ασ

∂u
+ βu = 0
∂ν

in Ω,

(4.1)

on ∂Ω.

(4.2)

In the context of electrical tomography as a basic modality, u is the electrical potential,
s is the current source and σ represents the conductivity. Regarding the boundary
condition (4.2), the notation ∂u/∂ν denotes the normal component of the gradient of
u on ∂Ω, and α(x) and β(x) are functions deﬁned on the boundary ∂Ω (i.e., x ∈ ∂Ω)
which are not simultaneously zero. To maintain generality and consider problems with
diﬀerent types of boundary conditions on diﬀerent regions of ∂Ω, we do not make any
continuity assumptions about α and β.
A common geophysical problem associated with the model in (4.1)–(4.2) is shown
in Figure 4.1. In this problem ∂Ω consist of ∂Ωn , the interface between the earth and
air where we impose a zero current condition (β = 0) and ∂Ωm , a surface where the
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Figure 4.1: An ERT application: reconstruction of the subsurface conductivity distribution based on the potential measurements at inserted boreholes. A Neumann
boundary condition (B.C.) considered for the top surface and a mixed or Dirichlet
type B.C. considered for the remaining boundaries
values α and β are chosen to model an inﬁnite half-space [116]. As an approximation
to an inﬁnite half-space, the boundary condition on ∂Ωm may be replaced with a
zero potential condition (α = 0) when ∂Ωm is far from the sources of current [133].
Reconstruction of σ based on the measurements of u at some points in the domain is
the goal of this tomography problem. Clearly, for the inverse problem, the sensitivities
of the measurements to perturbations of the conductivity are required. For s(x) =
δ(x − xs ), i.e., a point source current at xs ∈ Ω, we denote by us (x) the resulting
potential over the domain Ω and consider the measured potential at xd ∈ Ω as
uds = ∫ us (x)δ(x − xd )dx.
Ω

(4.3)

The variation of uds resulting from a perturbation δσ in the conductivity (i.e., the
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Fréchet derivative of the measurements with respect to the conductivity) can be then
derived using the perturbation theory and adjoint ﬁeld method. The following section
provides this derivation for the general ERT problem (4.1)–(4.2).

4.1.1

Sensitivity Calculations of the ERT Problem via the
Adjoint Field Method

For the ERT problem, we consider only real-valued conductivity although the approach that we put forth can easily be adapted for use in estimation of complex
valued conductivity as is encountered in EIT as well as conductivity/chargability as
are desired in IP experiments.
Central to the derivation that follows is the impact of a small change in conductivity to the system (4.1)–(4.2). Consider a perturbation to the conductivity, σ → σ + δσ
resulting in u → u + δu. Using these in (4.1)–(4.2) gives
∇ ⋅ ((σ + δσ)∇(u + δu)) = s

on Ω,

(4.4)

∂
(u + δu) + β(u + δu) = 0
∂ν

on ∂Ω.

(4.5)

α(σ + δσ)

Now, expanding (4.4) as
∇ ⋅ (σ∇u) + ∇ ⋅ (δσ∇u) + ∇ ⋅ (σ∇δu) + ∇ ⋅ (δσ∇δu) = s,

(4.6)
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keeping terms of ﬁrst order and using (4.1) in (4.4) and (4.2) in (4.5) yields
∇ ⋅ (δσ∇u) + ∇ ⋅ (σ∇δu) = 0,

on Ω,

(4.7)

∂
∂u
δu + δσ ) + βδu = 0
∂ν
∂ν

on ∂Ω.

(4.8)

α(σ

A perturbation in the conductivity would clearly cause a perturbation in uds deﬁned as (4.3). We can state that
δuds (σ) = ∫ δ(x − xd )δus (x) dx,

(4.9)

Ω

The objective here is to ﬁnd the linear integral operator relating δuds to δσ. Toward
this end we deﬁne the adjoint source s̃ as
s̃(x) = δ(x − xd ).

(4.10)

It is now useful to deﬁne the potential, ud , as the solution to the adjoint system
∇ ⋅ (σ∇ud ) = s̃

on Ω,

(4.11)

∂ud
+ βud = 0
∂ν

on ∂Ω.

(4.12)

ασ

Physically, ud is the potential ﬁeld arising from the solution to the adjoint Poisson’s
equation (which in this case is the same as the original since Poisson’s equation is
self-adjoint) due to a point source of amplitude unity located at the receiver. From
(4.9) and (4.11) we conclude that the perturbation to the residuals can be written in
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terms of the adjoint ﬁeld as
δuds (σ) = ∫ ∇ ⋅ (σ∇ud )δus (x) dx.
Ω

(4.13)

To proceed with the derivation of the resulting variation in the measurement, we
make extensive use of the following identity derived from Green’s theorem [95] for
vector function F and scalar function g
∫Ω F ⋅ ∇g dx + ∫Ω g(∇ ⋅ F) dx = ∫∂Ω gF ⋅ dS,

(4.14)

where ∫ V ⋅ dS = ∫ (V ⋅ ν) dS denotes the surface integral over ∂Ω of the normal
component of the vector ﬁeld V.
We begin by taking g = δus and F = σ∇ud in (4.13) to obtain
δuds (σ) = − ∫ σ(∇ud ) ⋅ (∇δus ) dx + ∫
Ω

∂Ω

σ∇ud δus ⋅ dS.

(4.15)

Next using g = ud and F = σ∇δus in the ﬁrst term on the right hand side of (4.15),
we have
δuds (σ) = ∫ ud ∇ ⋅ (σ∇δus ) dx
Ω

−∫

∂Ω

σ(∇δus )ud ⋅ dS + ∫

∂Ω

σ∇ud δus ⋅ dS.

(4.16)

From (4.7), ∇ ⋅ δσ∇us = −∇ ⋅ σ∇δus which we use in the ﬁrst term on the right hand
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side of (4.16) to arrive at
δuds (σ) = − ∫ ud ∇ ⋅ (δσ∇us ) dx
Ω

−∫

∂Ω

σ(∇δus )ud ⋅ dS + ∫

∂Ω

σ(∇ud )δus ⋅ dS.

(4.17)

Appealing once more to (4.14) with g = ud and F = δσ∇us in the ﬁrst term of (4.17)
gives
δuds (σ) = ∫ δσ(∇ud ) ⋅ (∇us ) dx

(4.18)

Ω

−∫

∂Ω

(σ(∇δus )ud + δσ(∇us )ud − σ(∇ud )δus ) ⋅ dS.

We now rewrite the surface integral term on the right hand side of (4.18) as the
integration over the normal component
∂
∂us
∂ud
I = ∫ (σ δus ud + δσ
ud − σ
δus )dS,
∂ν
∂ν
∂ν
∂Ω

(4.19)

and show that it is zero. For this purpose we multiply both sides of (4.12) by δus to
arrive at
βδus ud + ασ

∂ud
δus = 0.
∂ν

(4.20)

Using (4.8) to replace the term βδus in (4.20) results in
−α(σ

∂
∂us
∂ud
δus ud + δσ
ud − σ
δus ) = 0,
∂ν
∂ν
∂ν

on ∂Ω.

(4.21)

The expression within the brackets in (4.21) is the same as the integrand in (4.19).
Considering this term, if α ≠ 0 for ∂Ωα ⊂ ∂Ω, then clearly the inside bracket expression
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becomes zero on ∂Ωα . For the remaining surface ∂Ω ∖ ∂Ωα that α = 0, we certainly
have β ≠ 0 since α and β may not be simultaneously zero and using this fact in (4.8)
and (4.12) would result in δus = 0 and ud = 0 which again make the inside bracket
term zero. Therefore for all x ∈ ∂Ω the inside bracket term is zero and hence the
surface integral in (4.19) vanishes, resulting in
δuds (σ) = ∫ δσ(∇ud ) ⋅ (∇us ) dx,
Ω

(4.22)

which would be written in an alternative form as
duds
[δσ] = ∫ δσ ∇us ⋅ ∇ud dx.
dσ
Ω

(4.23)

Equation (4.23) is the formal Fréchet derivative of a point measurement to the
conductivity for a point current source.

4.1.2

ERT Using the PaLS Technique

To see the performance of the PaLS technique for shape based inverse problems, we
concentrate on a piecewise constant conductivity distribution as σ(x) = σi for x ∈ D
and σ(x) = σo for x ∈ Ω ∖ D.
We consider M(.) as the nonlinear forward model mapping the conductivity distribution into a vector of voltage measurements u obtained by performing M experiments, having a diﬀerent point source position at each experiment and making N potential measurements for  = 1, 2, ⋯, M . Having the residual operator R(σ) = M(σ)−u
and using (4.23), the Fréchet derivative denoted as R′ (σ)[.] can be considered as a
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Figure 4.2: (a) Left: The 2D modelling region for ERT. The darker interior region
is the imaging region surrounded by the sources and detectors. The dashed lines
correspond to dipole nodes used in every experiment (b) Right: The gray region
shows the shape to be reconstructed in the ERT problem. The dots with “+" and “-"
signs correspond to the centers of positive and negative weighted bumps in the initial
state of the problem. The black contour is the resulting c-level set of the initial PaLS
function.
vector consisting of M sub-vectors R′ (σ)[.], structured as
⎛
δσ ∇u ⋅ ∇u1 dx
⎜ ∫Ω
⎜
R′ (σ)[δσ] = ⎜
⋮
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝ ∫Ω δσ ∇u ⋅ ∇uN dx

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟.
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.24)

Here u denotes the potential in the th experiment and ui denotes the adjoint ﬁeld
corresponding to the th experiment resulted from placing the current point source
at the ith measurement point. Having R′ (σ)[.] in hand, one can obtain the PaLS
evolution through using (3.5) and (3.11) in (3.12).
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For the purpose of this example, we model the electric potential within the box
Ω = [−3, 3] × [−3, 0] all dimensions in units of meters in x − y plane. Here ∂Ωn
corresponds to the top surface (y = 0) and ∂Ωm corresponds to the sides and bottom
boundaries as shown in Figure 4.2.a. The region to be imaged is the square Ω′ =
[−0.5, 0.5] × [−1, 0], where 30 points are allocated to the sensors placed equally spaced
on the top and the sides of this region (shown as small circles in the ﬁgure). A total
of M = 40 experiments are performed and in every experiment two of the sensors
are used as a current dipole (superposition of two point sources with opposite signs)
and the remaining 28 sensors measure the potential at the corresponding positions.
The dipole sources are chosen in a cross-medium conﬁguration, where the electrodes
corresponding to every experiment are connected with a dashed line as again shown in
Figure 4.2.a. With this conﬁguration we try to enforce electric current ﬂow across the
medium anomalies and obtain data sets more sensitive to shape characteristics. For
the simulation, we use the ﬁnite diﬀerence method where Ω is discretized to 125 grid
points in the x direction and 100 points in the y direction. The gridding is performed
in a way that we have a uniform 75 × 75 grid within Ω′ (excluding the boundaries
containing the sensors) and the exterior grids linearly get coarser as they get further
from Ω′ in the x and y direction. The forward modelling is performed over the whole
collection of grids in Ω, while the inversion only involves the pixels within Ω′ (known
as active cells [114]).
The shape to be reconstructed is shown as the gray region in Figure 4.2.b. This
shape is a threshholded version of a real scenario and is of particular interest here
because it has a concavity facing the bottom where no measurements are performed.
The values for the anomaly conductivities are σi = 0.05 Sm−1 and σo = 0.01 Sm−1 and
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the conductivity value used for Ω ∖ Ω′ is the same as the true value of σo in all our
inversions. In the inversions we consider the data u to be the measured potentials
generated by the true anomaly with 1% additive Gaussian noise. For the shape
representation we use H2, with  = 0.1 and we consider the c = 0.15 level set.
For the PaLS representation (3.15) we have m0 = 40 terms and the Wendland’s
function ψ1,1 is used as the corresponding bump. For the initial PaLS parameters, we
consider a random initial distribution of the centers χj , within the square [−0.4, 0.4]×
[−0.8, 0]. The weighting coeﬃcients are initialized as αj = ±0.2 where the centers of
alternatively positive and negative weighted bumps are shown with “ + ” and “ − ”
signs in Figure 4.2.b. The positive initial values of αj are taken slightly bigger than c
to have some initial c-level sets. The purpose behind having alternative bump signs
is to have the narrow-band supp(δ2, (φ − c)) cover various regions of Ω′ and increase
the chance of initially involving more bumps in the shaping as explained in previous
section and Figure 3.4. The dilation factors are taken uniformly to be βj = 4, as
an initialization to make the support radii of the bumps small enough for capturing
details and more or less large enough to carpet the region Ω′ . Our intention for this
initialization of the PaLS parameters is to provide a rather simple, reproducible and
general initialization. The stopping criteria in the reconstructions is when the norm
of the residual operator reaches the noise norm (known in the regularization literature
as the discrepancy principle [136]).
Figure 4.3.a shows the shape reconstruction using the PaLS approach, and assuming the values σi and σo are a priori known. Figure 4.3.b shows the result of the same
problem using a typical Gauss-Newton approach with the level set function deﬁned
as a signed distance function over the pixels and a smoothing regularization added as
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Figure 4.3: (a) Left: The result of reconstructing the shape using PaLS approach
after 26 iterations, the centers χj and their corresponding weight signs are shown. (b)
Center: Result of using the traditional level set method after 39 iterations (c) Right:
The result of reconstructing both the shape and the binary conductivity values after
32 iterations
explained in [126]. This algorithm only considers shape reconstruction (i.e., σi and σo
are considered known) and it is initialized with the same contour as the initial c-level
set contour of the PaLS approach. As the results in Figure 4.3.a and 4.3.b show, the
PaLS approach performs well in reconstructing major shape characteristics, while the
traditional level set approach fails to provide a good reconstruction in low sensitivity
regions close to the bottom and does not capture the concavity. Figure 4.3.c shows the
result of reconstructing both the shape and the anomaly values using the PaLS approach, where this time the PaLS evolution takes slightly more iterations (32 iterations
verses 26), but the resulting reconstruction still well represents the shape. The initial
(0)

values used for the conductivity values are σi
(32)

the ﬁnal resulting values are σi

(0)

= 0.01 Sm−1 and σo = 0.005 Sm−1 and
(32)

= 0.056 Sm−1 and σo

= 0.010 Sm−1 , which show

a good match with the real values. To illustrate the behavior of the PaLS function,
in Figure 4.4 we have shown the initial and ﬁnal PaLS functions for the shape only

0.4

0.5
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Figure 4.4: (a) Left: The initial PaLS function (b) Right: The ﬁnal PaLS function
for the shape-only reconstruction of Figure 4.3.a
reconstruction. Also to compare the convergence behaviors of the PaLS approach and
the traditional level set approach, in Figure 4.5 we show the residual error through the
evolution steps for both methods. Using the PaLS approach the stopping criteria is
met after 26 iterations while traditional level set method reaches a local minima after
39 iterations (the updates after 39 iterations become so small that it stops evolving
further).
One of the main questions related to the PaLS technique is the numerical complexity of this method and the level of numerical complexity added to the problem by
using this technique. In Appendix I of this thesis, we have analyzed this problem for
the case of ERT and have highlighted the numerical eﬃciency of this technique. In
fact the superior performance of PaLS for ill-posed inverse problems is granted along
with a signiﬁcant reduction in the computational cost.
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Figure 4.5: Residual error reduction through the iterative process for the shape only
reconstruction, using PaLS approach and the traditional level set method

4.2

X-ray Computed Tomography

As the second example and a linear and mildly ill-posed problem, we consider Xray Computed Tomography (CT) [40]. In this imaging technique, X-ray photons are
transmitted through the object of interest and the intensity of transmitted ray is
measured at the boundaries to reconstruct the object’s attenuation coeﬃcient. The
contrast between the attenuation characteristics of diﬀerent materials can provide
structural information about the object being imaged. X-ray CT is among the most
well known methods for imaging the body tissue in medical applications [76].
For an X-ray beam transmitting along a line Lk in the tissue, the photon intensity
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Xk measured at the detector side of the line can be written as
Xk = ∫ Ik (E) exp ( − ∫

Lk

α(x, E) dx) dE

(4.25)

where α(x, E) denotes the attenuation coeﬃcient, in general as a function of the
position x and the energy of the incident ray E, and Ik (E) denotes the incident ray
energy spectrum. In case of a monoenergetic beam as Ik (E) = I0,k δ(E −E0 ), a measured
quantity related to the photon intensity may be deﬁned as
uk ∶= − log(

Xk
) = ∫ α(x)dx.
I0,k
Lk

(4.26)

Equation (4.26) simply relates the measurements to the Radon transform of the attenuation coeﬃcient α(x) in a monoenergetic scenario. The quantities uk are actually
what is considered as the data in CT imaging.
For this linear problem, the Fréchet derivative of the CT measurements with respect to the attenuation coeﬃcient is expressed as
duk
[δα] = ∫ δα dx.
dα
Lk

(4.27)

Considering u to be the set of CT data collected along diﬀerent paths Lk , for k =
1, 2, ⋯N , and M(α) as the forward model mapping the attenuation to the CT data
set, based on (4.27) the sensitivity of the residual operator R(α) = M(α) − u with
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of the problem. The black contour is the resulting c-level set of the initial PaLS
function
respect to a perturbation in α can be written as
⎛
δα dx
⎜ ∫L1
⎜
R′ (α)[δα] = ⎜
⋮
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝ ∫LN δα dx

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.28)

which we need for the PALS evolution process.
We consider 2D imaging over a square of 2 m × 2 m, i.e., Ω = [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] in the
x − y plane, as shown in Figure 4.6.a. The region outside Ω is assumed to have zero
attenuation. The X-ray beams are emitted as parallel beams and the measurements
are performed through an equally spaced linear array of 34 sensors, the vertical axis

1
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of which makes an angle θ with the x axis. For a full view X-ray CT we have
θ0 ≤ θ ≤ θ0 + π, while in a limited view scenario, and hence a more ill-posed problem, θ
varies in a smaller angular domain. The shape to be reconstructed is shown in Figure
4.6.b, which is brought here from [130] as a rather complex shape to examine the
ﬂexibility of the PaLS approach. The region Ω is discretized into 64 × 64 uniform grid.
The binary attenuation values are αi = 2.5 cm−1 and αo = 1 cm−1 . For the purpose
of imaging, the forward model measurements are performed at every 1 degree angle.
For the PaLS representation, we use m0 = 50 bumps with the centers χj , distributed
randomly as shown in Figure 4.6.b. For this example we use slightly more bumps due
to the better posed nature of the problem (at least in the full view case) and the more
complex shape. Again to roughly carpet the domain Ω with the bumps we uniformly
take the dilation factors to be βj = 2.5. The other PaLS settings used are similar to
those of the ERT example in the previous section.
Figure 4.7.a shows the result of reconstructing both the shape and the attenuation
values for a full view experiment where 0 < θ < π. The synthetic data are obtained
from the true attenuation map and by adding 5% Gaussian noise to the measurements.
(0)

The initial values used for the attenuations are αi

(0)

= 1.5 cm−1 and αo

= 0.5 cm−1

and the discrepancy principle stopping criteria is met after 20 iterations resulting the
(20)

corresponding shape and the ﬁnal values of αi

(20)

= 2.494 cm−1 and αo

= 0.997 cm−1 ,

which are very well matched with the real quantities. We should mention here that
when the attenuation values are assumed to be known, the number of iterations for
shape reconstruction is only 12. The same data set is used to reconstruct the shape
only, using the traditional level set method used in the ERT example and initialized
with the same contour as the c-level set contour shown in Figure 4.6.b. The result of
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Figure 4.7: (a) Left: The result of reconstructing both the shape and the anomaly
values in a 5% noise case using the PaLS approach, convergence achieved after 20 iterations (b) Right: Result of using the same data set with traditional level set method to
recover shape only, assuming attenuation coeﬃcients are known, convergence achieved
after 14 iterations
this reconstruction is shown in Figure 4.7.b. Due to the better posed nature of this
problem, the pixel based level set method also provides a successful reconstruction
for the geometry only. Note, however that the PaLS approach is solving a more
challenging problem (i.e., reconstructing the attenuation values as well as the shape),
thanks to the pseudo-logical behavior of the bumps, the resulting shape follows the
same detail levels as a pixel based level set function. This shaping capability of the
PaLS is more highlighted when we use a less noisy data (1% Gaussian noise). The
result is shown in Figure 4.8 where the convergence is achieved after 42 iterations, and
the resulting contours follows the true shape in high level of details. Finally as a more
challenging and very ill-posed problem, we now consider a limited view scenario where
the angular domain is limited to π/4 < θ < 3π/4, and fewer rays cross the anomalies.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Left: The result of PaLS shape reconstruction in a 1% noise case
to show the ﬂexibility of following shape details due to the pseudo-logical property,
convergence achieved after 42 iterations (b) Right: The corresponding PaLS function
Two percent additive Gaussian noise is added to the synthetic data obtained from the
true attenuation map. With the same problem setting as the full view case, Figure
4.9.a shows the result of reconstructing the shape using the PaLS approach. However,
as shown in Figure 4.9.b, the traditional level set method applied to this problem given
the attenuation values, fails to provide a complete reconstruction and stops further
shape enhancement after reaching a local minima.

4.3

Diﬀuse Optical Tomography

As the third application we consider diﬀuse optical tomography (DOT). In this imaging method data are obtained by transmitting near-infrared light into a highly absorbing and scattering medium and then recording the transmitted light. As the
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Figure 4.9: (a) Left: The PaLS shape reconstruction in a limited view X-ray CT,
convergence achieved after 49 iterations (b) Right: The performance of the traditional
level set method for the same data set, reaching a local minima after 32 iterations
inverse problem of interest the photon ﬂux is measured on the surface to recover the
optical properties of the medium such as absorption and/or reduced scattering functions. A well known application of this method is breast tissue imaging, where the
diﬀerences in the absorption and scattering may indicate the presence of a tumor or
other anomaly [15]. For given absorption and scattering functions a number of mathematical models have been proposed in the literature to determine the synthetic data
(photon ﬂux) [10]. We focus on the frequency-domain diﬀusion model in which the
data is a non-linear function of the absorption and scattering functions.
Consider Ω, a square with a limited number of sources on the top and a limited
number of detectors on either the top or bottom or both. We use the diﬀusion model
in [10] modiﬁed for the 2D case where the photon ﬂux u(x; ω) is related to input
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s(x; ω) through
ω
−∇ ⋅ β(x)∇u(x; ω) + α(x)u(x; ω) + i u(x; ω) = s(x; ω),
v

(4.29)

with the Robin boundary conditions
u(x; ω) + 2β(x)

∂u(x; ω)
= 0,
∂ν

x ∈ ∂Ω.

(4.30)

Here, β(x) denotes the diﬀusion, which is related to the reduced scattering function
μ′s (x), by β(x) = 1/(3μ′s (x)), α(x) denotes absorption and ∂/∂ν denotes the normal
√
derivative. We also have i = −1, ω as the frequency modulation of light and v being
the speed of light in the medium. Knowing the source and the functions α(x) and
β(x), we can compute the corresponding u(x; ω) everywhere, in particular, at the
detectors.
As the inverse problem, we consider a case that the reduced scattering function is
known and we want to reconstruct the absorption α(x) from the data. Again for this
problem we consider a point source s(x; ω) = δ(x − xs ) for xs ∈ ∂Ω, which results in a
photo ﬂux us (x; ω) in Ω. For a measurement at xd ∈ Ω as
uds = ∫ us (x; ω)δ(x − xd )dx,
Ω

(4.31)

the variations with respect to the variations in the absorption can be written as [10]
duds
[δα] = ∫ δα us (x; ω) ud (x; ω)dx,
dα
Ω

(4.32)

with ud being the adjoint ﬁeld caused by having the point source at xd . Identical to
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the notation used for the ERT problem, consider R(α) = M(α) − u as the residual
operator where the data vector u contains the measurements of N detectors from
M experiments. Based on (4.32) the th block of R′ (α)[.] corresponding to the th
experiment is
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎛
δα u u1 dx
⎜ ∫Ω
⎜
R′ (α)[δα] = ⎜
⋮
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝ ∫Ω δα u uN dx

(4.33)

with u denoting the photon ﬂux in the th experiment and ui being the adjoint
ﬁeld.

For the purpose of this example we consider a very ill-posed problem where
sources
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Figure 4.11: (a) Left: The PaLS shape-only reconstruction, stopping criteria achieved
after 152 iterations in case 0.1% data noise and 2% heterogeneity (b) Right: The
results of shape reconstruction in case of only heterogeneity in the absorption. The
evolution is manually stopped after 200 iterations, showing the results
sources is on and the measurements are performed at the bottom detectors. We have
μ′s (x) = 6 cm−1 throughout Ω. The measurements are performed at DC mode, 25 MHz
and 50 MHz. The absorption binary distribution is shown in Figure 4.10 with values
αi = 0.015 cm−1 and αo = 0.005 cm−1 . To make the problem more challenging we made
the absorption distribution slightly heterogeneous by adding 2% white Gaussian noise
to it. For the PaLS setting, due to the very ill-posed nature of the problem we use
relatively fewer bumps, i.e., m0 = 20. Similar to the previous two examples the centers
χj corresponding to positive and negative weighted bumps are taken randomly inside
Ω as shown in Figure 4.10. Again to have reasonable initial support radius for the
bumps the dilation factors are set to be βj = 80. Other PaLS settings are similar to
the previous examples. The forward model is solved using ﬁnite diﬀerence method
by discretizing Ω to 50 × 50 grid points. Figure 4.11.a shows the result of our shape-
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only reconstruction after 152 iterations, when the true absorption map is used to
generate the data and 0.1% Gaussian noise is added to it. In case of not having
any noise in the data (but still considering the heterogeneity in the absorption), the
results after 200 iterations are shown in ﬁgure 4.11.b. Although the current problem
settings make it very ill-posed and extremely hard for shape reconstruction, the PaLS
approach shows reasonable reconstructions, providing important details. For this very
ill-posed problem, using the traditional level set method we failed to generate useful
reconstructions.

Chapter 5
PaLS Performance in Source Zone
Characterization (A Joint
Inversion Approach)
As discussed earlier in Chapter 1, a very challenging geophysical problem is the characterization of groundwater contaminant source zones for monitoring and remediation
purposes. In the previous two chapters we developed the PaLS technique and examined its performance in some 2-D, linear and nonlinear inverse problems with diﬀerent
orders of ill-posedness. In this chapter the PaLS technique is applied to the source
zone characterization problem. This problem is a much larger problem compared to
the applications earlier considered in this thesis in several aspects:
• The source zone characterization problem is performed in a fully 3-D domain
• More complex and accurate models are used for the problem, simulating a real
world application
80
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• A joint inversion approach is considered, for which a new methodology is developed.
For a better realization of the problem, we revisit the illustration in Figure 1.2.
An ultimate goal of this chapter is characterizing the source zone structure based
on the DNAPL saturation values. For this purpose we exploit our PaLS technique
as a shape-based technique in representing the source zone structure. The measurements associated with this inverse problem are the downstream water concentration
values resulting from the interaction of water with DNAPL dissolution, and electrical
potential measurements resulting from the injection of DC current into the imaging
domain.
This chapter ﬁrst discusses the underlying models associated with both electrical
and hydrological data, speciﬁcally emphasizing the hydrologic side due to the earlier
study of the ERT problem. We then move on to developing a joint inversion technique
to modulate both models to be inverted for the DNAPL saturation values. Finally
some challenging simulations are presented to demonstrate the accuracy and eﬃciency
of the proposed technology.

5.1
5.1.1

Forward Modeling
Water-DNAPL Interaction: Multi-phase Flow and Transport Equation

The downstream water concentration values are linked to DNAPL source zone distribution through a rather complex soil/multi-ﬂuid system. In general the main ﬂuid
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phases considered for this system are DNAPL and aqueous phases. The DNAPL phase
is usually considered to be immobile whereas the aqueous phases can ﬂow under the
inﬂuence of various driving forces such as pressure and density gradients. Each bulk
ﬂuid phase may be comprised by several components (mainly in dissolved form) which
also need to be taken into account for accurate modeling. For example the aqueous
phase may include water as the main constitute, DNAPL components, gas, salt and
other nutrients.
As presented in [1], the movement of mobile phases (indexed by α) is described by
the averaged ﬂow equations as
∂
kkrα
(ρα ϕsα ) − ∇ ⋅ (ρα
(∇Pα − ρα g)) = ∑ ∑ Eαα′i .
∂t
μα
α′ i

(5.1)

Here ρα is the intrinsic mass density of the α phase, ϕ is the matrix porosity, sα is the
saturation, k is the intrinsic permeability tensor of the medium, krα is the relative
permeability, μα is the ﬂuid phase dynamic viscosity, Pα is the phase thermodynamic
pressure, g is the gravity vector, and Eαα′i is the interphase mass transfer to phase α
from all components i within the contiguous phases α′ . The interphase mass transfer
may take place through processes such as dissolution and sorption. This equation
neglects intra-phase compositional transformations and basically the chemical reactions that may take place within every phase. The ﬂuid saturations are subject to the
constraint
∑ sα = 1.

(5.2)

α

For the purpose of modeling, usually the PDE in (5.1) is solved in a tube as Figure
1.2. For simpliﬁcation, the underlying boundary conditions are usually Dirichlet (ﬁrst
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type) conditions imposed to the inlet and outlet walls (creating an aqueous ﬂow under
a low hydraulic gradient) and no ﬂow boundary conditions on the remaining walls [42].
Within each bulk ﬂuid phase α, the spatial-temporal distribution of component i
is computed using a component mass balance equation written in terms of the mass
concentration of component i in the α-phase (Ciα ):

ϕ

∂
(sα Cαi ) + ϕ∇ ⋅ sα (Cαi Vα − Dαi ⋅ ∇Cαi ) = ∑ Eαα′i .
∂t
α′

(5.3)

Here Dαi is the three-dimensional hydrodynamic dispersion tensor for component i in
phase α [11]. The vector Vα is the α-phase pore velocity computed using a modiﬁed
form of Darcy’s law as [1]
ϕsα Vα = −

kkrα
(∇Pα − ρα g).
μα

(5.4)

The interphase mass exchange of component i from the α′ -phase to the α-phase is
commonly represented with a linear driving force expression [141] as
Eαα′i = καα′i (Cαi eq − Cαi ).

(5.5)

Here Cαi eq is the concentration of component i in the α-phase in equilibrium with the
α′ phase and καα′i is a lumped mass transfer coeﬃcient, which quantiﬁes the rate of
mass transfer of component i from the α′ -phase to the α-phase [117]. This lumped
transfer coeﬃcient evolves with time as DNAPL mass dissolves.
For the applications considered here, we only consider two ﬂuid phases, the aqueous
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(α = w) and the the DNAPL (α = n) which requires
sn = 1 − sw .

(5.6)

Furthermore the DNAPL is assumed composed of a single constituent (no more need
for i indexing) and dissolution is the only interphase mass transfer process considered
(Figure 5.1). Thus, solution of only two equations of the form (5.3) is required.
Indeed, assuming the DNAPL to be immobile and neglecting medium compressibility,
the DNAPL constituent balance reduces to the simple form [117]

ϕ

∂
(sn ρn ) = κwn (C weq − C w ).
∂t

(5.7)

A similar relationship can be developed for sorbed mass (the contaminant mass associated with the solid matrix), if this mass provides a signiﬁcant contribution to a
contaminant plume.
The phase and component mass balance equations (5.1), (5.3) constitute a system of partial diﬀerential equations, coupled through the velocity and saturation
terms. These equations may be solved to obtain velocity, contaminant concentration, and DNAPL saturation distributions as a function of space and time. An
entrapped DNAPL saturation distribution is required to initialize the system. Solution of these coupled equations also permits the quantiﬁcation of several commonly
employed source-zone management metrics, including ﬂux-weighted concentration at
a down-gradient boundary or point of compliance, contaminant mass ﬂux across a
down-gradient boundary, and source longevity [108].
For the modeling and inversion in this project we would like to incorporate a
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Figure 5.1: The phases considered in the modeling
physically realistic model which accurately takes into account the underlying equations
for better identiﬁcation of the source zone structure. Accordingly we have made use
of a variant of MT3DMS code [151] which is a well known and reliable 3D ﬂow and
transport simulator. This code is appropriately modiﬁed to be integrated with our
modeling and inversion routines the details of which will be provided later in this
chapter.

5.1.2

Electrical Modality

We earlier provided the governing equations on Electrical Resistance Tomography
(ERT) in Section 4.1. In the context of DNAPL characterization, reconstruction of
the conductivity values σ(x) would be a means of characterizing the source zone
as DNAPL is a less conductive material compared to the surrounding groundwater.
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Beside considering a 3-D problem in this chapter, in order to provide a more realistic
and accurate model, we impose absorbing boundary conditions on the interfaces which
are not in the vicinity of air [147]. More speciﬁcally for a current point source located
at xs , instead of further extending the imaging box boundaries as in Figure 4.2.a and
considering Dirichlet conditions, a mixed boundary condition of the form [147]
∂u(x)
+ β(x)u(x) = 0,
∂ν

x ∈ Ωm

(5.8)

is considered, where
β(x) =

(x − xs ) ⋅ ν
.
∥x − xs ∥2

(5.9)

In fact for a 3-D modeling, extending the boundaries in order to apply Dirichlet
conditions, even with very few number of cells quickly increases the problem size.
Therefore, although applying a mixed boundary condition as (5.8), with β(x) being
a function of the source positions is a more complex task, it numerically pays oﬀ in
resulting a smaller problem with more real world accuracy.

5.1.3

Petrophysical Models Bridging Hydrology and Geophysics

Thus far, we have discussed two separate physical models: one governing the movement of ﬂuid and contaminants in the subsurface and the second relating electrical
geophysical data to the spatial structure of electrical conductivity in the earth. As
the ultimate problem of interest in the context of source zone characterization is the
hydrochemical state of the subsurface, we require petrophysical models relating the
parameters in the hydrology model to those to which the geophysics (here the ERT)
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is sensitive. Of most interest for our problem is a relationship between the electrical
conductivity of the subsurface and DNAPL saturation. For the problem considered in
this work, the pore space is saturated, ﬁlled by a combination of water (the aqueous
phase) and NAPL (the nonaqueous phase). Therefore, due to (5.6), a model relating
conductivity to water saturation is equivalent to one relating conductivity to DNAPL
saturation. An early investigation relating these two parameters empirically is given
by Archie [9] where electrical conductivity is expressed as
σ = aσ0 ϕp sw q
= aσ0 ϕp (1 − sn )q .

(5.10)

Here σ0 is the pore water conductivity, ϕ is the porosity and a, p and q are ﬁtting
parameters.
In the recent years more research is devoted to this area and more sophisticated
models along with their ranges of validity are provided. For a detailed review an
interested reader is referred to [52]. Despite the large number of petrophysical models
explored in the recent years, Archie’s law is still among the most widely used and
trusted models in this ﬁeld. The theoretical justiﬁcation of this model was developed
by Hunt in 2004 using continuum percolation theory [68]. For the purpose of this
thesis, we use Archie’s law, noting that the approach that we put forth is however not
limited to a speciﬁc petrophysical model.
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5.2

Joint Inversion

In the previous section we presented two diﬀerent modalities; the hydrological and
electrical models. From an inverse problem perspective, in the hydrological modeling, we are interested in reconstructing the DNAPL saturation values based on the
downstream water concentration measurements at a certain snapshot in time. More
speciﬁcally seeking a minimization of the form
1
s∗ (x) = arg min ∥RH (s)∥2SH
2
s

(5.11)

RH (s) = MH (s) − dH .

(5.12)

where

Here MH (.) represents the full hydrological model linking DNAPL saturation values
to downstream concentration observations, dH represents the measurements and SH
represents the Hilbert space corresponding to the data dH . We would like to note
that, since sn (x) = 1 − sw (x), and knowing sn (x) at a point is suﬃcient to know the
water saturation values, here and after, we neglect the n index in sn (x) and simply
denote the DNAPL saturation as s(x).
In a similar fashion, denoting the ERT model as ME (.) linking the spatial electrical
conductivity to sensor potential measurements, we seek to minimize 12 ∥RE (σ)∥2SE where
RE (σ) = ME (σ) − dE ,

(5.13)

and dE represents corresponding potential measurements. Using the petrophysical
model relating the DNAPL saturation values to the electrical conductivity as σ = P(s),
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the two inverse problems can be combined as multiple costs to reconstruct a single
function s(x) as

⎧
2
⎪
1
⎪
⎪
⎪ 2 ∥ME (P(s)) − dE ∥SE
∗
s (x) = arg min ⎨
⎪
s
1
⎪
⎪
∥MH (s) − dH ∥2SH .
⎪
⎩ 2

(5.14)

In other words, the joint inversion problem is equivalent to a multi-objective variational problem [34]. Using a PaLS shape-based approach as (3.2) in Chapter 3, s(x)
can be parameterized as s(x, μ), where μ represents the PaLS parameters and potentially some low order representations of the texture. In this case the inverse problem
amounts to a ﬁnite dimensional multi-objective minimization problem as
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ FE (μ)
∗
μ = arg min ⎨
⎪
μ
⎪
⎪
F (μ),
⎪
⎩ H

(5.15)

2
1
FE (μ) = ∥ME (P(s(x, μ))) − dE ∥
SE
2

(5.16)

1
2
FH (μ) = ∥MH (s(x, μ)) − dH ∥S .
H
2

(5.17)

where

and

One of the main solution strategies in multi-objective optimization problems is the
scalarization approach [59]. In this technique the underlying costs are summed up
(usually considering diﬀerent positive weights for diﬀerent costs) and a single objective
function is formed. For our case, a scalarized version of the multi-objective problem
would be
FT (μ) = FH (μ) + ηFE (μ),

(5.18)

where η > 0 is a scalar usually chosen at the beginning of the minimization to make the
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two cost terms comparable. Beside the general problem of determining the appropriate
η, this technique is not always an eﬃcient method in approaching multi-objective
problems (e.g., see Section 7 in [56]). Using gradient based techniques to iteratively
solve the scalarized problem, the balance between the cost terms may signiﬁcantly
alter in an iteration, which requires adaptively choosing η at every iteration. Our
problem is capable of showing such behavior mostly resulting from the hydrological
mismatch term FH . As a matter of fact, the dissolution capacity of water is limited
and a water unit volume can only dissolve a certain volume of DNAPL. In other words,
by increasing the DNAPL saturation values, the downstream concentration values
eventually stop monotonically increasing. Therefore in reconstructing relatively high
DNAPL values, the reduction rate of FE may become signiﬁcant in contrast with
that of FH when approaching a minima, resulting an unbalanced convergence. For
this reason, in the next section we will present a parameter-free Newton approach,
capable of eﬃciently handling our joint minimization problem.

5.2.1

Newton Type Methods for Multi-Objective Minimization

In Section 2.3.2 we brieﬂy reviewed the general Newton type methods in Fréchet
spaces. In this section, we inspect the Newton’s method from a diﬀerent perspective
to later generalize it to multi-objective problems. Inspired by the PaLS idea, here
we only consider suﬃciently smooth costs of the form F (μ) ∶ Rm → R, where μ is a
ﬁnite dimensional vector of size m.
Envision momentarily an iterative minimization scheme where a sequence of μ(t)
vectors are generated to ultimately reach a minima. Clearly at every iteration being
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at a point μ, to move to the successive point, one would like to choose a step δ such
that F (μ + δ) results the maximum possible cost reduction compared to the current
value F (μ). In other words, at every step of the iteration one would like to have
F (μ + δ) < F (μ) and choose δ to minimize
g(δ) ∶= F (μ + δ) − F (μ),

(5.19)

which reduces F to maximum extent. Of course, a formal minimization of g to ﬁnd δ
would be as complex as minimizing F itself, however in an iterative procedure g can be
replaced by some reasonable approximations g̃. Consider a quadratic approximation
to the cost’s Taylor expansion as
1
F (μ + δ) ≃ F (μ) + δ T J (μ) + δ T H(μ)δ,
2

(5.20)

where J (μ) and H(μ) respectively represent the Jacobian and Hessian of F at μ.
Using this quadratic approximation of F in (5.19) we have
1
g̃(δ) = δ T J (μ) + δ T H(μ)δ.
2

(5.21)

For a positive deﬁnite H, minimizing g̃(.) with respect to δ results the well-known
Newton step
δ opt = −H(μ)−1 J (μ).

(5.22)

In other words, although a Newton step possesses a closed form, it is intrinsically the
result of a quadratic minimization. For illustrative purposes, the quadratic approximation of a cost F (μ) at a point μ(t) is shown in Figure 5.2. It should be noted that
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the minimization of F (μ) is held on the μ axis, while at every iteration an implicit
minimization of the quadratic function g̃(δ) is performed on the δ axis (Figure 5.2).

g̃(δ)
g̃min

g̃(δ)
g̃(0) = 0

δ(t)
δ axis

0

δopt
J (μ)

0

δ axis

g̃min
μ(t)

μ(t+1)

μ axis

Figure 5.2: Left: quadratic approximation of a cost F (μ) at a point μ(t) . Right: a
minimization of the quadratic function g̃(δ) to obtain δopt
Of course H(μ(t) ) needs to be at least positive semi-deﬁnite, otherwise g̃ is no
more convex and δ (t) obtained from (5.22) is no more guaranteed to be a minima for
g̃ (it can even represent a maxima and cause the cost to increase). Based on this fact,
most minimization methods relying on the Newton technique either make positivity
assumptions about the Hessian or replace it with a positive deﬁnite approximation
(e.g., see the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm discussed in Section 3.1).
Based on the aforementioned, we can now move on to the multi-objective case. For
this problem there are diﬀerent objectives, based upon which a common minima (also
known as a Pareto point [41]) needs to be determined. There are several techniques
in approaching this problem for a review of which the reader is referred to [41]. In
this work, we are speciﬁcally interested in using the recent theoretical work by Fleige
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et al. in [56] and further extend and conform it for our joint inversion problem.
Consider n suﬃciently smooth objectives Fj (μ), j = 1, ⋯, n, the Jacobian and
Hessian of which are denoted as J j and Hj . Analogous to the single objective case,
consider an evolutionary algorithm of consecutively generating μ(t) vectors. Further
assume that the Hessians Hj (μ(t) ) remain positive deﬁnite through the course of
minimization (we will later remove this constraint). At every iteration to determine
a step δ, a quadratic approximation Fj around the current μ results a corresponding
function g̃j (.) deﬁned as
1
g̃j (δ) = δ T J j (μ) + δ T Hj (μ)δ.
2

(5.23)

All g̃j (δ) functions are convex and they all have the common property of crossing the
origin, i.e., g̃j (0) = 0. Figure 5.3.a provides a schematic of these functions.
We now deﬁne a function q(.) as
q(δ) ∶= max g̃j (δ).
j=1,⋯,n

(5.24)

Clearly for the single objective case, n = 1, function q(.) simpliﬁes to g̃(.) deﬁned in
(5.21). Based on (5.24), q(.) is also a convex function and plays a similar role for the
multi-objective problem as g̃(.) does for the single objective case. Minimizing q(.)
would provide the best possible direction δ that is capable of simultaneously reducing
all objectives as Fj (μ + δ) < Fj (μ). More speciﬁcally, the optimal direction at every
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g̃2 (δ)

g̃2 (δ)
q(δ) = max g̃j (δ)
j=1,2

q(δ) = max g̃j (δ)
j=1,2,3

g̃1 (δ)

g̃1 (δ)

g̃3 (δ)

δopt

δopt
δ axis

0

δ axis

0

qmin

qmin

(a)

(b)
q(δ) = max g̃j (δ)
j=1,2

g̃2 (δ)

g̃1 (δ)
δopt
δ axis

0

qmin

(c)
Figure 5.3: Diﬀerent possible cases in acquiring δopt , (a) happening in the intersection
of two quadratics (b) happening on one of the quadratics (c) no direction possible
(δopt = 0)
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iteration is obtained through
δ opt = argmin q(δ)
δ

1
= argmin max δ T J j (μ) + δ T Hj (μ)δ.
j=1,⋯,n
2
δ

(5.25)

In cases such as Figure 5.3.a, δ opt may occur on the intersection of two or more
quadratic functions g̃j (.). It may also correspond to only one of the objectives as
the case in Figure 5.3.b. For cases such as Figure 5.3.c in which there is no common
direction for the objectives to simultaneously decrease, the optimal step would be
δ opt = 0 and basically no proper direction can be found.
Although the min-max problem in (5.25) is nonsmooth, it can be framed as a
convex constrained optimization problem [56] of the form
⎧
⎪
⎪
min
z
⎪
⎪
⎪
(z,δ)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ s.t. δ T J j (μ) + 1 δ T Hj (μ)δ − z ≤ 0
2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
(z, δ) ∈ R × Rm , j = 1, ⋯, n,
⎪
⎩

(5.26)

which can be solved eﬃciently, especially when m takes relatively small or moderate
values as in the PaLS technique. The only price for using this equivalent form is
adding an auxiliary variable z to the list of unknowns.
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5.2.2

A Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm for the Purpose of
Joint Inversion

In the previous section we discussed a general Newton type technique for multiobjective optimization. Our ultimate goal is to handle our joint electrical-hydrological
minimization problem

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ FE (μ)
∗
μ = arg min ⎨
⎪
μ
⎪
⎪
F (μ).
⎪
⎩ H

(5.27)

In presenting the multi-objective Newton technique in [56], one of the main limiting
assumptions is that costs have positive deﬁnite Hessians. Inspired by the classic
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm associated with the PaLS technique, we here
develop a joint LM algorithm which requires no such positivity assumptions.
For a least squares cost F (μ), a very basic version of the LM scheme is provided
in Algorithm 1. The main idea is replacing the Hessian with H̃(μ) + λI, where the
positive semi-deﬁnite matrix H̃ is an approximation to the Hessian based on (3.10)
and λ is a positive damping parameter as explained in Section 3.1. Upon every
successful iteration, λ is decreased by a factor c to have a better approximate to the
Hessian in the next iteration. Conversely, For every unsuccessful step acquired, λ is
increased by a factor c, to reduce the successive step size closer to a gradient descent
step [43, 93].
Analogously, this idea can be blended with the multi-objective case. Consider JH
and H˜H to be the Jacobian and approximate Hessian of the hydraulic modality, and
JE and H̃E the corresponding matrices for the electrical modality. We can plug the
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Algorithm 1 The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (a basic approach)
c ∶= c0 ;
% c0 needs to be a scalar greater than 1
% ε0 may be the machine ε
ε ∶= ε0 ;
% initializing μ
μ ∶= μ0 ;
% j = 1, 2, ⋯, m
λ ∶= max (H̃(μ)jj );
f ound ∶= false;
while ∼ f ound do
solve (H̃(μ) + λI)δ = −J (μ) for δ;
if F (μ + δ) < F (μ) then
% accepting the step δ
μ ∶= μ + δ;
λ ∶= λ/c;
f ound ∶= (∥J (μ)∥ < ε);
else
λ ∶= cλ;
end if
end while
Hessian approximates in (5.24) to arrive at
⎛ δ T J (μ) + 1 δ T (H̃ (μ) + λ I)δ
H
H
H
2
q(δ, λH , λE ) = max ⎜
⎜ T
1 T
⎝ δ J E (μ) + 2 δ (H̃E (μ) + λE I)δ

⎞
⎟,
⎟
⎠

(5.28)

and at every iteration solve
δ opt = arg min q(δ, λH , λE )
δ

(5.29)

to obtain a possible direction. If the acquired step δ reduces both electrical and
hydrological costs, the step is accepted and λH and λE are both reduced. If any of
the costs are not reduced, the corresponding damping parameter λ is increased and
another attempt to ﬁnd a possible direction is performed. Algorithm 2 provides a
detailed ﬂow of the proposed joint minimization technique. Clearly, this algorithm
is a generalization of the basic LM algorithm, while usually eﬃcient LM schemes for
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single objective minimization are associated with trust region and damped methods in
determining a step [93]. In Appendix II of this thesis, Algorithm 2 is further extended
to beneﬁt the damped method in [93].
Algorithm 2 The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (a multi-objective approach)
c ∶= c0 ;
% c0 needs to be a scalar greater than 1
% ε0 may be the machine ε
ε ∶= ε0 ;
% initializing μ
μ ∶= μ0 ;
λH ∶= max (H̃H (μ)jj );
λE ∶= max (H̃E (μ)jj );
% j = 1, 2, ⋯, m
f ound ∶= false;
while ∼ f ound do
given μ, λH and λE , solve (5.29) to obtain a direction δ;
if FH (μ + δ) < FH (μ) and FE (μ + δ) < FE (μ) then
% accepting the step δ
μ ∶= μ + δ;
λH ∶= λH /c;
λE ∶= λE /c;
f ound ∶= (∥δ∥ < ε);
else
if FH (μ + δ) ≥ FH (μ) then
λH ∶= cλH ;
end if
if FE (μ + δ) ≥ FE (μ) then
λE ∶= cλE ;
end if
end if
end while

5.3

Joint Inversion Results

In this section we will examine the performance of PaLS along with the presented joint
inversion scheme in reconstructing a challenging and realistic source zone structure.
Our intention in this example is to consider a reasonably realistic source zone
structure that can be encountered in a real world application. To generate such
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realistic scenario, the source zone is created in a two step process; ﬁrst the subsurface
permeability domain is generated from a ﬁeld data set (Bachman site, Michigan [2])
using the geo-statistical method of sequential Gaussian simulation [87]; second the
inﬁltration and entrapment is simulated by solving numerically the equations that
describe the simultaneous ﬂow of immiscible ﬂuids in the permeability domain [3].
Since the emphasis of our work is on source zone reconstruction and not the process
of simulating their release, we avoid distractions from the main topic and for more
details refer the interested reader to the aforementioned references.
As a result of the above process, a realistic synthetic source zone structure, created
in domain of size 7.9m×7.9m×3.8m, is shown in Figure 5.4. The DNAPL distribution provided is spatially inhomogeneous and for the purpose of visualization, here
we display two iso-contours. The green level set corresponds to low saturation values of 1% and the brown (darker) spots correspond to the proﬁle of high saturated
values (15% and more). For better illustration of the inhomogeneity, in Figure 5.5
we have depicted a slice texture at x = 0. Reconstruction of this complex geometry
through a joint inversion is the ultimate purpose of this section. Unlike the previous
anomaly distributions considered in earlier chapters, the presented DNAPL distribution is highly inhomogeneous and not exactly representable using the level set scheme
employed in the inversion process. Despite this fact, we will show that our approach
to inversion is still able to accurately capture the salient geometry of such structures.
The electrical setting of the problem is shown in Figure 5.6. The top plane (z = 0)
represents the air interface where Neumann boundary condition is considered and for
the remaining planes an absorbing boundary condition as (5.8) is applied to simulate
an inﬁnite half space. The sensor placement and conﬁguration are also shown in the
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Figure 5.4: True DNAPL distribution, green iso-surface corresponds to low saturation
values of 1% and the brown (darker) spots correspond to high saturated values (15%)

0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: DNAPL inhomogeneity: (a) slicing the DNAPL (b) DNAPL variations in
the transect
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ﬁgure. In total 130 sensors are placed on the periphery of the imaging domain. Ten
boreholes each consisting of 8 equally spaced sensors are inserted into the ground.
The surface sensors are placed as linear arrays each consisting of 10 sensors ﬁlling
the gap between a pair of boreholes (as shown in the Figure 5.6). For the purpose
of collecting data a total of 32 experiments is carried out and at every experiment
two sensors act as the current dipole (connected via the lines in Figure 5.6) and the
remaining sensors measure the corresponding electric potential. We would like to
note that the sensors acting as current sources are only placed on six boreholes and
the remaining four boreholes and the surface sensors only act as measuring sensors
in all the experiments. The dipoles were chosen in a cross medium conﬁguration
to make the data more sensitive to the entrapped anomaly. To solve the Poisson’s
equation the imaging domain is discretized into 36×36×33 grids respectively in x, y
and z directions. An eﬃcient Matlab code was developed to solve this problem using
the ﬁnite diﬀerence technique.
With respect to the hydrological modality, the ground water ﬂow is assumed to
be in +x direction (Figure 5.8). For the purpose of simulation, the domain of interest
is discretized into 26×26×50 grid blocks in x, y and z directions. We would like to
note that one of the advantages with the PaLS technique is being mesh-less, i.e., the
underlying parameters are independent of the discretization. In other words, by using
PaLS in a joint framework, every modality can have its own method of discretizing
the domain (and even modeling technique such as ﬁnite diﬀerence or ﬁnite element)
and the grid points do not need to be synched to provide a uniﬁed picture of the
unknown. This is certainly not the case with pixel based methods, whereas running
a joint inversion on two diﬀerent set of voxels in general requires a complex method
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of synchronization to provide a uniﬁed representative of unknowns.

Figure 5.6: The electrical setting of the problem
In the hydrological model water concentration measurements are performed at
x = xmax plane on the 26×50 grid points corresponding to this planar transect (Figure
5.8). Clearly a in a real world application concentration measurements are performed
in a sparser manner, however we postpone such cases as future applications of our
technique. The permeability ﬁeld in the domain of interest is also shown in Figure
5.7. For the purpose of accurately simulating the ﬂow and mass transport equation
we made use of a variant of the MT3DMS code [151]. To apply this simulator to
our problem, we ﬁrst needed to modify the software for integration into our joint
inversion scheme. Thus, we obtained the Fortran source codes and made the necessary
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Figure 5.7: The hydraulic conductivity of the domain (values are shown in log scale)

Figure 5.8: The hydraulic setting of the problem
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modiﬁcations to generate a version compatible with our Matlab inversion codes. These
modiﬁcations were rather signiﬁcant in two respects:
• The code was modiﬁed so that it can be executed within a Matlab environment
• The code was enhanced to support parallel computing
For the purpose of inversion, our code uses the adjoint ﬁeld method for the ERT
case, and uses a ﬁnite diﬀerence approach to directly obtain the sensitivity of hydraulic model to the PaLS parameters. In fact one of the primary challenges posed
by the application of MT3DMS is its computational load and processing speed. As
MT3DMS is a fully 3D code that accommodates multicomponent, ﬂow and transport,
the simulation speed is slower than that of the ERT modality. In the context of an
inverse problem this can be problematic, as the code needs to be executed hundreds
or even thousands of times. In our case, however, many of these runs could be executed in parallel speciﬁcally for ﬁnite-diﬀerence based sensitivity calculations. We
therefore devoted a signiﬁcant part of our eﬀort modifying MT3DMS to run on the
Tufts research-computing cluster. The current inversion package is able to fulﬁll a
joint inversion iteration in less than 10 minutes making a full inversion possible in
only a few hours.
Regarding the petrophysical model, we used the relationship in (5.10). We applied
the ﬁtting parameters in [8] as a = 1, σ0 = 0.05 Sm−1 , p = 1.35 and q = 2. The porosity
throughout the domain is considered to be 36%. Also for the purpose of this work the
hydraulic conductivity of the imaging domain is assumed to be known and the only
emphasis would be on the reconstruction of saturations values.
In the following we have taken two diﬀerent strategies in reconstructing the DNAPL
proﬁle, the ﬁrst strategy considers a single level set function for DNAPL representa-
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tion and the second approach uses two level set functions, one corresponding to low
saturation regions (ganglia) and one related to the high saturation regions (pools).

5.3.1

A Single Level Set Function to Represent DNAPL Structure

Inspired by the PaLS idea we represent the DNAPL saturation as
s(x) = si H2, (φ(x, μ) − c) + so (1 − H2, (φ(x, μ) − c)),

(5.30)

where si is a scalar representing the DNAPL average saturation within the source
zone. Clearly so representing the DNAPL texture outside the source zone is zero and
therefore (5.30) simpliﬁes to
s(x) = si H2, (φ(x, μ) − c).

(5.31)

For the purpose of inversion we consider the electric and hydraulic data to be the
measurements corresponding to the true DNAPL distribution in Figure 5.4 polluted
with some noise and uncertainty. For the electrical model we consider 0.1% additive
Gaussian noise and for the hydraulic measurements we assume 2% Gaussian noise
in the measurements to justify probable model inaccuracies. Regarding the level set
function we consider  = 0.05 and c = 0.051. By choosing c and  very close, we help
the model better represent high curvature regions which are very likely to exist in
DNAPL structures.
We use the PaLS function in (3.16) consisting of m0 = 45 bump functions. Similar
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to previous examples, the centers χ are randomly chosen in the imaging domain and
the weighting factors are chosen to be αj = ±0.2 to have balanced number of positive
and negative bumps. The dilation factors are chosen to be uniformly βj = 0.6 to
make the radii of the initial bumps comparable with imaging domain size. For the
(0)

initial texture model we chose the initial value of si

= 1%. Resulted from this set of

parameters the initial shape is shown in Figure 5.9.a.
In Figure 5.9.b we have shown the result of an inversion using only the ERT data.
The ﬁnal value of si for this scenario is 1.4%. Due to the high performance of PaLS
we have obtained some reconstructions which are fairly reasonable compared to the
ground truth in Figure 5.4, however this result may be further improved by having a
denser data set. In Figure 5.9(c) we have shown the result of an inversion only based
on the hydraulic data. The ﬁnal acquired value of si for this case is 1.1%. In this case
our reconstruction is poorer than the ERT case and we have only been able to have
some reconstructions in high saturation regions. The ﬁnal value of si in using only
the hydraulic data is much less than the expectations and this is mostly because of
the limited capacity of water in dissolving DNAPL content.
Figure 5.9.d shows the reconstruction result using both electrical and hydrological
data sets but employing a scalarization approach for the purpose of combing the cost
functions. In fact Figure 5.9.d is the result of inverting a scalar cost as (5.18), which
as discussed before does not provide a proper convergence due to the aforementioned
issue with the hydrological model.
Finally Figure 5.10.a shows the result of jointly inverting electrical and hydrological
data using our proposed joint inversion method. Comparing this result with Figure
5.10.b, it is easily observable that this result is in a very good match with the true
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.9: Several scenarios using a single level set function (a) initial shape (b)
reconstruction using only the ERT data (c) reconstruction using only the hydraulic
data (d) reconstruction using a scalarization approach for joint inversion
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Table 5.1: Relative error in reconstructing the total DNAPL mass in the domain Ω
Data Sets
Number of Level
Inversion Technique
kr %
Used
Set Functions Used
Basic
ERT
1
0.7%
Basic
Hydrology
1
88.3%
ERT &
Joint (Scalarization)
1
70.5%
Hydrology
ERT &
Joint (Proposed Method)
1
4.8%
Hydrology
ERT &
Joint (Proposed Method)
2
5.3%
Hydrology
DNAPL shape and tracks most of its important details. The ﬁnal value obtained for
si is 3.3%. To help compare the results with the true DNAPL distribution we deﬁne
the ratio
kr ∶=

∣ ∫Ω s[t] (x)dx − ∫Ω s[r] (x)dx∣
[t]
∫Ω s (x)dx

(5.32)

where s[t] is the true saturation, s[r] is the reconstructed saturation and Ω is the whole
imaging domain. The ratio kr represents the relative error in reconstructing the total
DNAPL mass in the domain Ω. The ﬁrst four rows of Table 5.1 show the values of kr
for the reconstructions performed. As we can see the least error corresponds to the
ERT-only case and our proposed joint inversion algorithm. However as we showed,
the reconstructed shape using only the electrical data is not as satisfactory as the
ultimate joint results. The poorest results are related to the scalarization case and
the hydraulic-only case which are due to the water dissolution limit.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.10: Joint inversion results (a) reconstruction using proposed joint inversion
(b) the original DNAPL saturation map
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5.3.2

Using Two Level Set Functions for Characterization of
Ganglia and Pools

In the previous example we used a single level set function to reconstruct a shape
representing the average DNAPL proﬁle. Now consider a more general form of (5.31)
as
s(x) = si (x)H2, (φ1 (x, μ) − c1 ).

(5.33)

The main diﬀerence between (5.31) and (5.33) is in the nature of si , whereas in (5.31),
si is only a scalar while in (5.33), si (x) is a texture function deﬁned within the source
zone. In this example we model this texture function through a secondary level set
function to classify the source zone texture into low and high saturation values. More
speciﬁcally we represent the texture as
si (x) = sp H2, (φ2 (x, μ) − c2 ) + sg (1 − H2, (φ2 (x, μ) − c2 )),

(5.34)

where sp and sg are scalar values representing the average saturation for the pools
and ganglia. Plugging (5.34) into (5.33) yields
s(x) = (sp − sg )H2, (φ2 (x, μ) − c2 )H2, (φ1 (x, μ) − c1 ) + sg H2, (φ1 (x, μ) − c1 ). (5.35)

In this representation the level set function φ1 characterizes the regions inside and
outside the source zone. Within the source zone, the function φ2 characterizes the
ganglia and the pools. Therefore this representation is capable of classifying the
domain saturation into: zero saturation, low saturation and high saturation.
For this example we ﬁx the texture values as sp = 15% and sg = 1%, and only invert
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for the PaLS parameters of φ1 and φ2 . We use the same electrical and hydrological
data sets as the single level set case. Similarly, we choose c1 = c2 = 0.051 and 1 =
2 = 0.05. In representing φ1 we again use 45 bumps with random centers and choose
β1,j and α1,j identical to the previous example. We use the same parameters to
represent φ2 except using 40 bumps and β2,j = 2 which results smaller geometries
for the pools. The resulting initial shape is shown in Figure 5.11.a where the green
iso-surface corresponds to initial ganglia and the brown surface represents the initial
pools.
We show the result of applying our joint inversion algorithm to this problem in
Figure 5.11.b. One can clearly observe the high performance of our method in representing both the ganglia and the pools. Also for the purpose of comparison we have
again provided the original DNAPL geometry and the results from the single level
set case in Figures 5.12.a and 5.12.b. We draw reader’s attention to circled regions
in Figure 5.12.b and Figure 5.12c and the improvement acquired. In fact in using a
single level set function, the algorithm can only use one single parameter si to represent the texture in the source zone and therefore regions such as the circled one,
which contain a lot of pools, are inﬂated in the reconstructions to compensate for the
high saturation values. In using two level set functions however, this issue is resolved
and reconstructions are geometrically and texture-wise in very good match with the
ground truth. The value of kr for this case is also shown in the last row of Table 5.1,
again highlighting the performance of the proposed algorithm in estimating the total
mass within the domain.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.11: Using two level sets: (a) initial shape, (b) ﬁnal reconstruction
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.12: The diﬀerences between reconstructions (a) original saturation map (b)
reconstruction using a single level set function and the inﬂation happening in the
circled region (c) reconstruction using two level set functions and more realistic shape
size (no inﬂation)

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Works
A major part of this thesis is devoted to presenting the idea of parametric level
set method for general inverse problems. Level set methods are indeed very well
known and well received methods for inverse problems and this is mostly due to their
high topological ﬂexility. However, in addition to implementation complexities, such
as re-initialization and speed function manipulation, for ill-posed inverse problems,
many additional numerical challenges exist. These include dealing with regularization
techniques, slow convergence and incomplete reconstructions, making these methods
hardly applicable. Our solution to address all these problems was to consider an
appropriate parametric form for level set function. As a fundamental work, we made
use of operators theory and functional analysis to keep the formulations in their most
general forms. We showed that an appropriate parametrization of the level set function
is capable of reducing the problem dimensionality and intrinsically regularizing the
problem. Through such modelling the level set function is more likely to remain
well behaved, and therefore there is no need to re-initialize as in traditional level set
methods. Moreover, based on the fact that the number of underlying parameters in a
114
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parametric approach is usually much less than the number of pixels (voxels) resulting
from the discretization of the level set function, taking advantage of Newton type
methods becomes possible.
In our work we speciﬁcally considered using compactly supported radial basis
functions, when which used as proposed provides two main advantages besides being
parametric; ﬁrst, the pseudo-logical property allows for recovery of wide range of
shapes; and second, implicit narrow-banding for the evolution. Although in this work
our emphasis was on using compactly supported radial basis functions, the pseudological property and narrow-banding are not limited to this speciﬁc class of compactly
supported basis functions and any suﬃciently smooth set of bump functions may be
used. In fact, a combination of suﬃciently smooth bumps with various types of
supports may be considered in applications where there is more prior information
about the shape and its general geometric structure. An eﬃcient classiﬁcation of such
functions for various types of shapes and problems (i.e., forming a basis dictionary)
would be a future direction of research.
In all our examples we used a relatively small number of bumps (as compared to
pixels or voxels) to represent the PaLS function. By coarsely choosing the number
of bumps and providing coarse and random initializations, we implicitly stated that
there is no tedious procedure involved in this choice and for most cases a choice of
40-50 bumps is suﬃcient to represent complex geometries. In fact the narrow banding
feature of PaLS helps only keeping a certain number of bumps active at every iteration
and makes the technique less sensitive to the choice of initial bumps. As an extension,
the PaLS idea can be eﬃciently combined with compressed sensing techniques [46] to
use any desirably large number of basis terms in the initial PaLS representation and
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adaptively sparsify them through the course of minimization. Also as a fundamental
technique, the PaLS idea can be further developed by providing complexity analysis
on various parameter selections for various types of inverse problems.
We devoted Chapter 5 to applying PaLS to the very challenging and demanding
application of source zone characterization. Our speciﬁc goal was joint inversion of
geophysical and hydrological data, based on fully 3D models of both physical processes. Although we considered a speciﬁc application, our formulation and strategy
in solving this problem in a joint form was general. In fact, the joint inversion scheme
that is presented in this thesis can be adopted by other disciplines to combine various
modalities for better imaging technologies.
A major theme in the signal and image processing community in recent years is
sensor fusion, which roughly has come to be associated with how one processes data
from multiple sensors to obtain more accurate results than could be obtained using
the individual data types in isolation. Our work demonstrates the potential utility
of a fundamentally new approach to physics-based sensor fusion in which the geometry of the scene is a common unknown to all modalities while the contrasts in the
constitutive properties is left to be modality-speciﬁc. This concept can have applicability across a wide range of problems where multiple modalities are being considered.
Examples of such applications are medical imaging, combining diﬀerent imaging techniques (DOT, X-CT, magnetic resonance imaging, etc); screening purposes combining
ultra sonic data with electromagnetic measurements; and remote sensing combining
hyperspectral satellite data fused with LIDAR (light detection and ranging) data.
Every modality may be sensitive to a certain feature of the physical unknown and
combining various modalities together would clearly provide more realistic results as
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demonstrated through the examples in Chapter 5.
Speciﬁcally considering the joint inversion of electrical and hydrological models,
using model based techniques to invert Poisson’s equation is well documented in the
literature (as reviewed in the thesis). However, to the best of our knowledge, the use
of a fully 3D, multiphase ﬂow model within an inversion routine has not previously
been demonstrated due in large part to the computational burden and ill-posedness
associated with the use of such a model. Our ability to employ such a model is directly
linked to the low-order nature of PaLS, capturing shape and contrast to reduce the
computational load. The high quality reconstructions obtained with this technique
are the result of both the low-order nature of the model, which contains orders of
magnitude fewer unknowns than a voxel-based scheme and our choice to combine,
in a rigorous manner, the down-gradient hydrological information with cross-gradient
geophysical measurements.
To date, the majority of processing methods developed for environmental and
geophysical problems make use of well-established methods in inverse modeling, including variational methods incorporating regularizations, gradient and Newton-type
methods for solving these problems, and the development of adjoint techniques for
sensitivity calculation. Signiﬁcant work has been devoted to the validation of these
methods on data collected both in laboratory as well as in the ﬁeld. With these
eﬀorts as a foundation, much remains to be done, especially in the area of joint inversion where multiple types of geophysical data and hydro-chemical information are
combined to yield a single, uniﬁed picture of the contaminated zone. Work remains
in the development of models linking the physical parameters to which these various
modalities are sensitive. Existing petrophysical relationships all contain free param-
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eters. Estimation of these parameters for complex scenarios as a function of space
and time has not been considered to date, but would be required for joint inversion
to really achieve its potential. Also, sensitivity of the reconstructions to the choice of
petrophysical model and its parametrization is a broad area of research and a future
direction.
Despite the fact that the joint inversion problem considered in this thesis had the
least possible simplifying assumptions compared to those in the literature, this work is
in fact a proof a concept to what can be done in the future. Our presented technique
and results indicate that in theory at least there is signiﬁcantly more information in
both measurement sets than is commonly assumed in the hydrological and geophysics
communities. By bringing into consideration other physical modalities and employing
extended computational resources, additional realistic features may be included in the
modeling and inversion. More realistic models may be developed to take into account
both large-scale structures such as layering and small-scale stochastic variations within
the layers and minimize the gap between reality and theory. Future inversions can be
for scenarios with no prior information about the subsurface structure (e.g., bypassing
known hydraulic conductivity assumption for the subsurface).
In more realistic inversions, usually a vadose layer is considered above the water
table and saturated zone, which usually constitutes air and moisturized sand. This
layer was neglected in our simulations, however without adding additional complexity
to the modeling and inversion problems the eﬀect of this layer may be taken into account. Consistent with real world measurement techniques, for the purpose hydraulic
measurements sparser concentration data taking into account data acquisition limitations and sensor characteristics may also be considered. Moreover, to reconstruct
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both the ganglia and pool regions in our joint inversion results, we considered 1% and
15% saturation values to represent ganglia and pools. These values are certainly lower
saturation bounds for these phases and higher values may be considered. Clearly by
considering higher “a priori” known saturation values for these regions the volume of
the reconstructions reduces to represent denser proﬁles, however, the general skeleton
of the anomaly is not aﬀected.

Appendix I
Some Notes on the Numerical Costs Involved in Using PaLS
In this section some notes on the numerical complexity of the PaLS technique and its
advantages are provided. For concreteness regarding the model used, the discussions
are associated with the ERT problem.
Let Ω to be a 2D rectangular region and discretized into n ﬁnite diﬀerence points.
For sake of simplicity and to avoid extra notations consider the gridding to be equal
√
√
on each side, i.e., n grid points in x direction and n grid points in y direction.
The discrete form of equation (4.1) is
K(σ)u = s,

(6.1)

where K(σ) is an n×n sparse matrix dependent on the conductivity σ. This matrix is
√
a banded matrix with ﬁve nonzero diagonals and upper and lower bandwidth n as
shown in Figure 6.1. The vector s is of size n×1 and contains the values of the current
at every grid point. Similar to the example, we only consider point source currents and
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hence only the indices corresponding to the point sources will be nonzero. Moreover
s may contain multiple columns corresponding to diﬀerent experiments performed for
the same conductivity distribution.
√
√

n

n

(n, n)

Figure 6.1: The structure of matrix K, 5 nonzero diagonals, consisting of √
the main
diagonal, two inner ones adjacent to the main diagonal and two outer ones n away
from the main diagonal
Referring to [62], for a banded matrix of size n×n with upper and lower bandwidths
p and q, the complexity of triangular decomposition using basic methods such as
Gaussian Elimination is O(npq). Therefore the cost for applying such decomposition
to (6.1) is O(n2 ). After this step, solving the resulted upper triangular and lower
√
triangular systems would each require O(n n) operations due to the fact that the
√
resulting upper and lower triangular systems are also n banded [17].
Now similar to what we did in the example, consider s (x) = δ(x − x ) to be a
point source current at x ∈ Ω and u (x) to be the resulting potential over the domain
Ω. We perform M experiments and in each experiment we place the point source
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at a diﬀerent position x ,  = 1, 2, ⋯, M . The resulting potential is measured at N
distinct points x,1 , x,2 , ⋯, x,N and denoted as u,1 , u,2 , ⋯, u,N . As stated in (4.23),
the sensitivity of u,k to a perturbation δσ in the conductivity can be expressed as
du,k
[δσ] = ∫ δσ ∇u ⋅ ∇uk dx,
dσ
Ω

k = 1, ⋯, N

(6.2)

where uk (x) is the solution to the adjoint problem, i.e., the potential over the whole
domain Ω resulted from placing the current point source at x,k . The inverse problem
requires the reconstruction of σ based on N = ∑M
=1 N available measurements. By
√ √
discretizing Ω into an n× n grid, the discrete version of the inverse problem requires
the reconstruction of σ at n grid points based on N measurements. Therefore for a
basic pixel based inversion the Jacobian matrix would be
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
JP = ⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

∂u1,1
∂σ1

∂u1,1
∂σ2

⋯

∂u1,1
∂σn

∂u1,2
∂σ1

∂u1,2
∂σ2

⋯

∂u1,2
∂σn

∂u1,N1
∂σ2

⋯

∂u1,N1
∂σn

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

∂uM,1
∂σ1

∂uM,1
∂σ2

⋯

∂uM,1
∂σn

∂uM,2
∂σ1

∂uM,2
∂σ2

⋯

∂uM,2
∂σn

∂uM,NM
∂σ2

⋯

∂uM,NM
∂σn

⋮
∂u1,N1
∂σ1

⋮
∂uM,NM
∂σ1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(6.3)
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which using (6.2) and assuming uniform gridding can be written as
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
JP =  ⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
1 T
(∇u1 ⊙ ∇u2 )
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⋮
⎟
⎟
⎟
1
T
(∇u1 ⊙ ∇uN1 ) ⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⋮
⎟
⎟.
⎟
⎟
⋮
⎟
⎟
M T ⎟
(∇uM ⊙ ∇u1 ) ⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
(∇uM ⊙ ∇u2M )T ⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⋮
⎟
⎟
⎟
M
T
(∇uM ⊙ ∇uN
)
⎠
M
(∇u1 ⊙ ∇u11 )T

(6.4)

Here u and uk are n × 1 vectors representing the discrete forms of u (x) and uk (x).
The operator ∇ applies the discrete version of gradient operation on each vector
resulting a vector with the same size and ⊙ represents the Hadamard product which
multiplies the corresponding elements of two vectors. Also  represents the area of
each pixel (the areas of all pixels will be identical due to uniform gridding) and

T

represents the transpose operation. Clearly the size of matrix JP is N × n.
We next determine the order of computational cost in forming JP . We certainly
have to solve N + M linear systems to obtain u and uk . Since the matrix K(σ)
is identical for all these systems, we can consider solving the linear system in (6.1)
for s consisting of N + M columns (clearly N + M columns is for the most general
case that x,k is only used once either as a point source or a measurement point,
other than this, the number of columns is fewer). Therefore the Gaussian elimination
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triangulation remains identical for all of them and we only have to solve diﬀerent
√
upper/lower triangular systems for each column of s each costing O(n n) as stated
earlier. Beside these we need to apply N + M gradient operations and N Hadamard
products each O(n) ﬂops. We can therefore summarize the total cost as
• One triangulation, O(n2 ) ﬂops
• Solving N + M upper triangular systems and N + M lower triangular systems
√
each costing O(n n) ﬂops
• Applying N + M gradient operations and N Hadamard products, each costing
O(n) ﬂops.
Our assumption is that the number of measurements is independent of the number of
grid points and therefore in total the calculation of (6.4) has O(n2 ) complexity.
Now that we have found the complexity of ﬁnding the sensitivity of measurements
to each pixel in the domain Ω, we can discuss the additional computational cost to ﬁnd
the measurement sensitivity to PaLS parameters. Considering m PaLS parameters
μj for j = 1, ⋯, m, using (6.2) yields
∂u,k du,k ∂σ
[
=
]
∂μj
dσ ∂μj
∂σ
=∫
∇u ⋅ ∇uk dx.
Ω ∂μj

(6.5)

Considering Jμ to be the Jacobian containing the sensitivities of measurements to
PaLS parameters, (6.5) implies that ﬁnding Jμ only requires multiplying the N × n
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matrix JP by an n × m matrix JPμ , columns of which contain ∂σ/∂μj , i.e.,
Jμ = JP JPμ .

(6.6)

For a general PaLS approach this multiplication is O(N nm), and since m is not
dependent on n and m << n, this complexity is dominated by the O(n2 ) cost of
calculating JP . It is important to note that this is for the general PaLS case. For the
PaLS representation we proposed in Chapter 3, the complexity of forming Jμ is even
less due to the narrowbanding approach. Referring to Section 3.2.3, for our PaLS
approach at every iteration we have few active PaLS parameters, and therefore the
size of JPμ would be n × m̂ where m̂ is the number of active PaLS parameters and
in most iterations m̂ < m. Moreover for the active PaLS parameters we discussed in
Equation (3.30) that
supp(

∂φ
) ⊆ supp(ψj )
∂μj

(6.7)

and therefore based on having
∂σ
∂φ
= (σi − σo )δ2, (φ − c)
,
∂μj
∂μj

(6.8)

for the existing columns of JPμ calculation of ∂σ/∂μj is only limited to pixels that lie
within the region supp(δ2, (φ − c)) ∩ supp(ψj ), which is a signiﬁcant reduction in the
computational cost and makes JPμ sparse.
To this point we tried to provide a thorough description of the computational
complexity in calculation of (4.24) in the example, which was a slight additional
computation. However the advantage of using a PaLS approach, i.e., using Jμ instead
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of JP is more observable in the following facts:
• The required memory to restore Jμ is O(N m̂) while this amount is O(N n) for
JP and there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence since m̂ << n.
• If we want to use a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to solve the inverse problem,
for a pixel based method which uses JP , at each iteration a large and dense linear
system of size n needs to be solved, while for the PaLS approach the underlying
linear system is size m̂ and signiﬁcantly smaller.

Appendix II
A Multi-Objective Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm
with Damped Methods
Usually Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm is combined with trust region or damped
methods for a better eﬃciency. To combine the LM algorithm with damped methods,
at every iteration after deciding the step δ, a gain ratio is calculated as [93]
ρ=

F (μ + δ) − F (μ)
L(δ)

(6.9)

where L(δ) = − 12 δ T (λδ −J (μ)). This ratio is in fact the ratio between the actual and
predicted decrease in cost. When ρ is small or negative we are required to increase the
damping parameter λ and when ρ is large, λ may be reduced. It is discussed in [105]
that instead of multiplying or dividing λ by a factor c to control its size, an eﬃcient
way of controlling its size is through
if ρ > 0 then
λ ∶= λ max ( 13 , 1 − (2ρ − 1)3 ); c ∶= 2;
else
λ ∶= cλ;
c ∶= 2c;
end if
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Combining this method with Algorithm 2 results our ﬁnal multi objective LM technique, sketched in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (a multi-objective approach combined with search for optimum damping parameter)
cH ∶= 2;
% cH and cE need to be scalars greater than 1
cE ∶= 2;
% ε0 may be the machine ε
ε ∶= ε0 ;
% initializing μ
μ ∶= μ0 ;
λH ∶= max (H̃H (μ)jj );
λE ∶= max (H̃E (μ)jj );
% j = 1, 2, ⋯, m
f ound ∶= false;
while ∼ f ound do
given μ, λH and λE , solve (5.29) to obtain a direction δ;
LH ∶= 12 δ T (λH δ − J H (μ));
LE ∶= 12 δ T (λE δ − J E (μ));
ρH ∶= (FH (μ) − FH (μ + δ))/LH ;
ρE ∶= (FE (μ) − FE (μ + δ))/LE ;
if ρH > 0 and ρE > 0 then
% accepting the step δ
μ ∶= μ + δ;
λH ∶= λH max ( 13 , 1 − (2ρH − 1)3 );
λE ∶= λE max ( 13 , 1 − (2ρE − 1)3 );
cH ∶= 2;
cE ∶= 2;
f ound ∶= (∥δ∥ < ε);
else
if ρH ≤ 0 then
λH ∶= cH λH ;
cH ∶= 2cH ;
end if
if ρE ≤ 0 then
λE ∶= cH λE ;
cE ∶= 2cE ;
end if
end if
end while
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